
ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS 
238 Main Street, Cold Spring, New York 10516 

July 9,2012 
7:30 p.m.
 

PUBLIC HEARING
 

NONE SCHEDULED 

REGULAR MEETING 

1.) REVIEW OF MINUTES: June 11, 2012 

2.)	 ANDREW and SUSAN HOMOLA: Appeal #878 Variance TM# 49.-3-63 
24 Woodland Drive. (Resolution) 

Applicants would like to increase the height of a deer fence around the back of their 
property from 6' to 8', without setback. 

3.) JERRY EDELSTEIN: Appeal #880 Variance TM# 49.-3-64 
14 WoodlandDrive. (Resolution) 

. Applicant would like to increase the height of a deer fence from 6' to 8' without setback. 

4.) VERIZON WIRELESS: Appeal #881 Special Use Permit TM# 38.-2-40 
Route 3011 Grey Rock Rd. (Review for completeness) 

The applicant is requesting the co-location of additional antennas on an existing 
communications tower. 

OLD BUSINESS\NEW BUSINESS 

5.)	 LYONS REALTY COMPANY; Appeal #840 Special Use Permit TM# 17.-1-76.11 
3175 Route 9. (Discussion of application withdrawal) 

Vincent Cestone 
Chairman 

* ITEMS MAY NOT BE TAKEN IN ORDER AS LISTED/ NOT ALL ITEMS 
LISTED MAY BE CALLED 



ZBA Active Appeals 

#840 Lyons Realty Company Discussion of withdrawal 7/9 

#877 Lausca LLC Sent to the Planning Board 

#878 Homola Resolution 7/9 

#880 Edelstein Resolution 7/9 

#881 Verizon Wireless/ 
NY SMSA Limited Partnership Review for Completeness 7/9 



LAW OFFICES OF 

SNYDER & SNYDER, LLP 
94WHITE PLAINS ROAD 

NEW YORK OFFICE TARRYTOWN, NEW YORK 10591 NEW .JERSEY OFFICE 
44S PARK AVENUE, 9TH FLOOR 
NEWYORK, NEW YORK 10022 
(212) 749-1448 

(914) 333-0700 

FAX (914) 333-0743 

ONE GATEWAY CENTER, SUITE 2600 
NEWARK, NEW .JERSEY 07102 

(973) 824-9772 
FAX (212) 932-2693 FAX (973) 824-9774 

WRITER'S E-MAIL ADDRESS 

DAVID L. SNYDER· 
LESLIE .J. SNYDER 
ROBERT D. GAUDIOSO 

lsnyder@snyderlaw.net 
REPLY TO: 

Tarrytown Office 

'ADMITTED NY, NJ AND DC 

June 25, 2012 

Honorable Vincent Cestone 
and Members of the Zoning Board of Appeals 
238 Main Street 
Cold Spring, NY 10510 

RE: NY- McKeel Comers 
New York SMSA Limited Partnership d/b/a Verizon Wireless 
Special Pennit Application for Antenna Work 
Route 301/Grey Rock Road, Philipstown. NY 

Dear Chainnan Cestone and Members of the Zoning Board: 

I am the attorney for New York SMSA Limited Partnership d/b/a Verizon Wireless ("Verizon 
Wireless")! in connection with its proposed antenna work on the existing communications tower 
camouflaged as a tree ("Tower") at the captioned property ("Property"), Verizon Wireless' antenna 
work ("Antenna Work") consists of the like kind replacement of its existing antennas, together with 
the collocation of three additional antennas, at the same height as Verizon Wireless' existing 
antennas on the Tower. Since the Property is located in the RC zoning district, Verizon Wireless' 
collocation is pennitted by special pennit from the Zoning Board of Appeals under Section 175
46.B(4) of the Zoning Code. Due to the nature of the proposed work involving less than 1,000 
square feet, the project is a "minor project" pursuant to Section 175-60.C(l) of the Zoning Code, 
entitled to expedited review for its minor project special pennit under Section 175-61.B of the 
Zoning Code,2 

The Antenna Work is necessary for Verizon Wireless, a federally licensed wireless carrier, 
to provide up to date wireless services to the Town, including LTE (Long Tenn Evolution) 
technology, to allow for high speed wireless data transmission. The Antenna Work will serve the 
neighborhood and benefit the entire community by offering enhanced wireless communications 

lKindly note that prior to New Yark SMSA Limited Partnership ("NYSLP") doing business as Verizon Wireless, NYSLP 
did business as Bell Atlantic Mobile and NYNEX Mobile. 

2 Additionally, Section 175-67 of the Zoning Code indicates that a public hearing may not even be required in 
connection with a "minor project." 
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services to Verizon Wireless' users. There will be no visual impact as a result of the Antenna Work 
since the Tower will continue to be camouflaged as a tree, and the facility will continue to comply 
with Section 175-46 of the Zoning Code. Additionally, as in the instant case, where a board is 
considering an application by a public utility such as Verizon Wireless, there is a relaxed standard 
for zoning approvals, and where as here, the intrusion or burden on the community is minimal, the 
showing required by the utility shall be correspondingly reduced and deference should be given to 
the applicant. See Cellular One v. Rosenberg, 82 NY2d 364 (1993). 

In connection with the "minor project" requirements listed in Section 175-61.B ofthe Zoning 
Code applicable to the Antenna Work, enclosed please find nineteen (19) copies of the following: 

1.	 Pursuant to Section l75-61.B(1), a minor project application form. 

2.	 Pursuant to Section 175-61.B(2), signed and sealed plans dated May 30,2012, 
prepared by Structural Consulting Services, P.C. ("SCS"); 

3.	 Pursuant to Section 175-61.B(3), the Antenna Work will be for enhanced wireless 
services and kindly refer to the brief narrative above describing same; and 

4.	 Pursuant to Section 175-61.B(4), a short form environmental assessment form (EAF). 

I have also enclosed nineteen (19) copies of the following items in connection with the 
Antenna Work: 

5.	 Structural Certification Letter, prepared by James Fahey, P.E. ofSCS, dated May 3, 
2012, which indicates that the Tower can accommodate the Antenna Work and the 
Antenna Work will not result in any visually discernible difference in appearance of 
the Tower, which will continue to be camouflaged as a tree; 

6.	 RF Affidavit from Kadry Ahmed, Verizon Wireless' RF engineer regarding the 
proposed antenna work; and 

7.	 Antenna Site FCC RF Compliance Assessment and Report ("RF Safety Report") 
prepared by Pinnacle Telecom Group, dated April 17, 2012, confirming that the RF 
(radio-frequency) levels from the combination of proposed antenna and existing 
antenna operations at the site cumulatively shall satisfy the FCC regulations 
concerning RF safety; and 
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Kindly also be advised that the Middle Class Tax Relief and Job Creation Act of 2012 
("TRA"), which was recently signed by the President on February 22,2012, contained a provision 
fostering the deployment of wireless communication facilities. Section 6409 ofTRA provides that 
a local government "may not deny, and shall approve" an application for "collocation of new 
transmission equipment" or "replacement of transmission equipment" on an existing wireless tower 
or base station that does not "substantially change the physical dimensions of such tower or base 
station." In accordance with the foregoing, Verizon Wireless' application for the Antenna Work 
should be approved forthwith. 

I look forward to discussing this matter with the Zoning Board of Appeals at its July meeting. 
If you have any questions or require any additional documentation, please do not hesitate to contact 
me or Michael Sheridan of my office at (914) 333-0700. 

Thank you for your prompt attention to this matter. 

lly ~mitted, 

1. S yder 
LJS:erw 
cc:	 Verizon Wireless 

Jim Fahey 

Z:ISSDATAIWPDATAISS4IWPIJ'..'EWBANM\Joe RollinslLTE Zoning AnalyseslMcKeel Corners (Philipstown) 4\ZBA.ltrljsjun22..wpd 
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-------APPEAL # Tax Map #	 _
 
Final hearing dat=	 Zoning Board de:;ision APPROVED ! DENIED 

Date application submitted	 _ 

Appilcation fee $ 'Escrow$ --'Recaived by	 _ 

TD the Zoning Board of Appeals, Town of Phiiipstown, New York: 

4-twe1. NewYork SMSA Limited Partnership d/b/a Verizon Wireless 

fe5id~~6"t c/o Snyder & Snyder, LLP, 94 White Plains Road, Tarrytown, NY 10591 

Te:lephon~-----.	 business (914) 333-0700 ----- ----,- 
HEREBY a~-tl:le-.freeistOO'~f~MtT1"ecrm:ttitlE7 requests a special permit--"-----=-------------- 
whereby heishe 

GRANTED_DEN1ED a BU1LDINGPERMIT aCERTIFIGATE OFOGCUPANCY 

Fnr theco~location of additional antennas Ollan existing communications tower 

1o _ 

of 
----~-----------------------

For property atI3x.map#__38_-_2_-_4_0 in zonmg district---:R:..:cC.:.-	 _ 

WHEN FILLING OUT APPLICATIDN, ATIACH ADDITIONAL PAGES AS NECESSARY TO ANSWER
 
QUEST10NS.
 

1,	 LOCATION OF PROPERTY:(Give9t1 address and a map and ctetalle'd narrative giving 
dire-ctiansto'the praperty using road names. such as ROl:Jte 9 argD, Old Albany Post Road, East 
Mountain Road South, etc, 'and 'landmarks such as Garrison School, North Highlands Fire HOClse, 
Highlands Country Club, etc: 

Route 30 l/Grey Rock Road. 

See locationmap on plans submitted herewith, 

2,	 NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF ADJOINH>.JG PROPERTyowr--JERS (Include those opposits on 

sireetslhighviayS.Useariditional sheers if necessilry. This information may be1:'ibtained in 'ltre row" assessor's office) 

See attached list. 



3.	 ?RC)\/ISl;:J!-JS C)~ ZC)N1NG CODE 11~\j0L\/ED (givE: Arl:::!e, Se:iI.orl Sub-secilon. Dar~giapb b~) numbe'{, 
Do no\ QUO!!? rext of coae! 

Section 175-46 B. (4) 

4,	 PR=VJ.()l~S T~PPEb.,L Uf theff. helve been tWy pre,\'io!.:.s crnrEals for this nrup-erty or any porllol1 lhereof, sc-::l fodh ihe 
appeal number. dale, relief s;)1Jgh~ and th~ ZS.A de-cision r~sun;ng) 

Special pennit granted for communication tower with antennas and related equipment
 
per Appeal #590, dated July 6, 1998.
 

T\'PE OF APPElI.L: 

___ anINTERPRET,t\TIOI\l of Ille Zoning eadem Maps 

___ aVARIANCErrum the Zoning Code 

~ aSPEGL.c..L US= PERMITundBTlhe Zoning Code., replacement and addition oflike-kind antennas 

5. DETAILS OF APPEAL (Comp\ete oniy that sec\ion which apcplies 10 IheaOlleal you are 'Submitting! 

ta) ·1 NTi::RPR:::TATIOI'IJof the ZoningCodeisreouested .
 

(1}An exactslatemenl :lIthe Interpretation TeqlJestedis~
 

N/A to special permit request 



N/A to special permit request 

(2'! Th8 grounds or; w'li:;h ,t:'is v",'iar,ce should be arailted ElI'8 
I	 

N/A to special permit request 

(c	 ;:; SPECi,lI.L USE PERI\'1IT is requested: 

.:': \ -rhe r~)8S0r; U"3 permit is requested: 

See attached materials submitted in support of application. 
1 

See attached materials submitted in support of application. 
I 

~3" The tec:[s sh'J1/llng the use IS perrnilted as ? SPfC!?\~.~ US= upc!er the code and t'IE; 

2:biIH'/ or !lis appl;~8nt to :omp\y ;"'\IIU,\ an requirements of \,h:: COdE for ';]f2nUng of a 
special USE: uern"lt: 

See attacij.ed materials submitted in support of application. 



~: ":,o"~~~":~' ~." CO" :' ,n' "",,,-11
0 

",,, end :""e' 

to,-",,,, -.·:,~,,:,,~.,·,F ~U..... ·~tt"<,"< '~,.\.' ,;;;" ';":'~'1'"'''' 

~ '-':' r . '" ";~~ n'", ,l.~ Q~_ - c'\ - ~~__ ::'C~/). 

' "''''	 '."", - '--" -'" ---~~,1j 0 0 , __ -' L,l. ~	 ~~ __ .~_~__ 

Michael PSheridan
 
NotarY Public State ofNew York
 

Westchester County
 
Commission Expires 08/15/2013
 

lJo.02S1f6131715
 

~;,j'3rv1ISSI0r'l RE'JUIRElvEi,jTS: ,1;	 For a \!i\RILd'JCE or 11\ITERDRET!-\710H p!E:a::;,:; submit (7)
 
indi'iiduai paGI;el:;
 

(2) i-Dr 0 SP~c;Lt,L USE ?ERM!T please submit (19) Individual pad;e\s 

,:act', pack.e', c:Jntair:ing cne GGch of 1:,8 below iisled it8ms, These ilen:s ars VEF'j' specific arid f0US' be 
cCi\;~Iied \Nrth e>:a:tl)' 

(;ompJete< 2pf1Sa! fcrn-! 
.. Deed te prcJerly 
3 Denlee apPlication fo' Bl.'nciing PermH or Certificate Qf Occupancy 
4. Building plans v/ilil ;y,;t: OR.\GI~li\L 8rofessbna\ sea! and signature 
5, Survev prepareG \):-' NY':; i,ce'lsec slJrve~orJ showing all prooer\y liile~, s\ruslures and 

di.menslons la Jroperty lines. 'Jne survey with ORIGINAL rrofessionai seal cmd signatllre 
C Ceriifcatcs Of Occupal'cy i0r any exis{ing structures 
i. Con:cur maDS as reQuired by conditions 



n G.:~;:::tcj3n:S',· ~th 5~8te ':~'~'" t',~l~: ~>::~:i'-\r :::;~;:-c: nU2, gr2- 1
. :F oe,ny an 2;'~a v2~'i6r-,:::e b~).ss:J ')" s~SC'!'i8d fa::tcy's: cri;:: :: 

bS,3r:::;"~S: c:{: ::Y'"'e ~'~~~,7lt t;-J t·~·~ .·:<~_~~'!:a;-: i: the ·-/2.:r":a'l(,~ is f:r~--lec; 3S ··,'.'sigh9d ,:?g8 i i"-',sL f~e ~Js:n~i~:''"1: t:. (...:~ h~eIL~-- ~;af~:· ...I 

=_1:-j~' =\f;j'e -2' t":e .1e;~r;b2r\lC:,::; 'J; cr.:T;:l'i:"'j:it,/' \,\!e- f',3VS c.}t~·ie'0pe: i.~\:::, SU~:J~e"l9n: ',r: 2SSi~" ';''JL: \<,:i:;( f"',:2~2 ",....~;; .
 

S\';;=:T;i~;~;:r;; ane; prEs~~rlt-;-:;} Y,J-.. L~ C?2C :8 t:'7~ Zc~r-li!",; Bc;;rd, ;:)is;~;Se :OrrlDiots tn::: facto··s '\e - S- be!:;",-': ant SUJnlt~ \',"t..- "'11.)"
 

2~;Ji::3ticlr ,al~o:!~ 8drji~i:lnai :'\3983;;: neS::Sf-8-"-J '{)e rave prO\'ic;~cJ 5uggas~E;;:1 ouestions \/'/;: ::-,n 'NiH ?ss\s; >';]',i ; 


2n2\Ysrn,~~ sc;..:h iECT)f er'<d i;-~ p:'eQ?r:~lD for ~;1E: E02'C I S ;-~>'/lev, Il;:.:: str.:!ngi\' sugpesieu !hal ~':':~J SlrL:,:tdrc /:lU'
 
~=lleser', ~?ll1J'.' at t:"H?- :"'ea~hp ii, 2cc:-!rG2~~CJ?- 'vvnh n·':~ fa:IJ:E ?"ov;ci~ r2.:ts and fllnof tc sUJpa-: 6a~:n ~2~,(O'-

8, ')""/ha'. :-loss[~!18 ostrir;'l'2nt \\IC'H.Jir' th~ ',,-'ai';anCf have on nean)~: prCper1::8s'? 
;,;,:,v dJse aI'S rle8r:J~\: sl,~:j::lures? - \:'ViP yC-Uf f;tr:Jr,t:Jre bE: visibie t<.:~: olheis 0:" '.\/11! i' 

0!0:1., .E \/-s\c'v"; - Dc yo~, p"OpOSE: extorior !ign~s'? 

N/A to special permit request 

1b, 'Nila! im~ 8::ls would the \'arla:lce howe on the char2r:\er 0' the neighborhooG! 
Have Dthe~s ir, the neighbJri1co:: r-ecej;red simil;?; ',tar-lances? - Does \h<: 
Neighborhood contain slm1l2r si,uclur-es With 6il'1l1ar setbacks/heigh!setc,'? 
is you" property similar \0 or different from others in the arl'la? - If se'Jerai of your 
neighbors were to receive variances in the future slmliar to tl1e one you no\'! '9quest, 
v":Juid ihe neighborhood be changed? 

NIA to special permit request 
-------~~,-~~~---------------~------

---, -_._---------------------- 

2, I' ym' dtjn'\ gellhe '/3ri:::nGe, howeise eQuid you build what you want Or accompbsb VOll" 

goa!? 
For example: dille-rem loentic", OJ design: st.0r\er fenc8:smaller decl:', smeiler 

c;verr.r:ng or audition" 

N/A to special permit reguest 

--,,----,---- 

,------------------------_.----- 



_~ l/,:'l-,,::.:, ifT;c,ac:: C" EfC'~i '/:i:! t:le ','(.', , ?r":21-,2" f: or, ~h;f; :>J;-rs:r~ Di:,/SICd; c:r~:j ~~\ri:-on;-rle-,ta; 

-,""~Gli :'rJ: 1- t~_ a,S!" :3 t~,~:,;·s g:'adli';J l.'~j~ t;asting', r-:posscj? - \/-'L yC:....:J8 :!~y·/;:s ~"2\dsusi~; UI~.2·/ecJ 

S'-:'-:~'::2.S'7 - ,:.. .. ~ ~/l~J prjp~s~n~' tD "'C'''-,:'::; 3i-:: '/e~:JtEt::;n') - /""-8 th-:=re \&/::;t!snjs :];. 

Gll':::i '··:aterC:='U~3es Jr, S:t2~ - \/,:11: r,:-,rTi2, !_;-a;r!;:;QG ;:·aUe.:-:"lS DE, 2iffeC;le:;~ - r'::v: 

NIA to special permit request 

5. Is ti-:E' variance reqIJ8sled as a rosult Of a 'self-created h8rGship"? 
Was	 there a neRO for the variance when yo~: purchased the property? - Hav. long 
ago die! you purchase Ins property'? - DiG you bufld the structure withol!: F rumit? 
Is the need for a variance as 2 i eS'.Jit of samaone's mistake? Describe 

NIA to special permit request 



500' ADJOINERS LIST: 
TAX MAP NO. NAM EIADDRESS: 
38-2-27 Yung & Ming-Hsien, Wang 

1 Jaycox Road 
Cold Spring. New York 10516 

38-2-32 Berner, T.R. 
485 Madison Avenue 
New York, New York 10022 

38-2-36 Bilodeau, Ruth 
11 Grey Rock Road 
Cold Spring, New York 10516 

38-2-37 Kroehling, Richard & 
Nathanson, Laura 
P.O. Box 4 
Cold Spring, New York 10516 

38-2-38	 Pidala, Stephan & 
Merandy, Linda 
P.O. Box 51 
Cold Spring, New York 10516 

38-2-39	 Longview I L.P. 
485 Madison Avenue (23rd floor) 
New York, New York 10022 

38-2-41.1	 Route 9 Holdings LLC 
3504 Route 9 
Cold Spring, New York 10516 

38-2-41.2	 Route 9 Holdings LLC 
3504 Route 9 
Cold Spring, New	 York 10516 

38-2-43	 State of New York 
Office of Parks & Recreation 
40 Gleneida Avenue 
Carmel, New York 10512 
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COfO&l,&f Y_ LAWYa ._. tl_e THII ..nltUMIHf-THII ..nlV..1Hf IHOULD .. IIIID IY LAWY'UI ONLY. 

piny 01 !he 6,. part. lIId 

ANN MVrRS residinq at Cat Rock Road 
Garrison, New Yerk 10524 

pa"y 01 Ih. __nd part. •
 
WTTNESSETlI, llullh. party 01 the fi"t ,...1, In .nn.i,It..I;on 01 T.n Dolla" .nd oth•• yolu.bl. eonaid.nti!'"
 
pai'l hI' Ih. party olth...cnnd po.t, dou hcr.I>y Ennl .",1 ..I.... unlO Ih. pany 01 Ih••..,ond port, Ih. h(lll
 
or ,u(,,"elSar••nd ISlip. 01 the party 01 the attand part (orner,
 

AU. Ilul .ertlin plot, pi..,. or pI...1 01 land. with che buildinR' and In'p.ov....nll lhcreon armed••ItUII.I,
 
lyinC .nd beiric In tho Town of Phi lips town. County of Putnam and State
 
of New York. shown and designated as Lots Nos. I. 2, J, 4 and 5
 
on a certain subdivision map entitled ·PAN ASSOCIATES LIMITED
 
PAR1'NrRSIIIP dated August 27, 1987, revisod on March 10, 1988 which
 
map was filed in the ~ffice at the Clerk of putnam County on
 
May ~, 1988 as filed Mup No. 2J05.

The premises herein are conveyed subject to a certain mortgage
 
between Pan Associates Limited partnership and Edward N. Raleigh
 
and Prancel 8. Raleigh dated August 20, 1985 in Liber 685 page 159
 
in the principal amount of $100,000.00., of which Ann Myers
 
al.umea and agree. to pay $87.500.00 purluant to 
agreement of Pan A.lociate. Limi ted Partnerlhip. 
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Toc.J'Tl Wit with III rlKhl. lill. 1/,,1 1,,1"<lt, If ""y. 01 'h. '''''y 01 ,I.. r'''1 I"" III In.lln .IIY "'trl. Ind
 
, ••:ul, Illlntiul: the .hn\'e t1tlcrilJ("tl pfC·ltlilfll.t 'he (filter linn thrrt'U!: T()(;I·:·IIIl~1{ with the 1/llnn1tnallcti
 
D'''l .11 tho ••1... "',,\ .i~hl' 01 th. \" ..y 01 Ih. r,,,1 ,,"I in .,,~ lu ..itl I"''''io.. : TO II"V ,; ANI> TO
 
1101.\) Ihe " ..",i,.. h•••in c.."I.t1 unlo ,h. po'ly o! th••«und I"". Ihe ,d" a••oce...o" Ind ...Ien.ol
 
lhe party 0( Ih••«o"d (lOll 10...... .
 

ANn Ihe ('o1'ly 01 tho ror.1 ,..rt <onnanl. Ih.l Ih. I"rly 01110. ro"l rart ,... "n' .In". a••0ITered Inylhlnc
 
whcorrhy the nil! rrcmltr,. hn'e "een fncuml)(',rIJ in Iny '111:11 'A·lllllrY~r. tlCC'pt as .'nrruitl.
 
ANI) the I'orty .. Ihe lir •• 1~r11 In cmnl'li:anct wilh ~f'c1.iftn 13 u( the Litn lJlow. cun"I.." thAt the pert)' of
 
the ("I' l\aft ,,·ill ftC'rive the eo".illrMllioll (or ,hi. ("OnveyAnce Illtl ..-rlll lillie! the rhfltl to nerin luch cUlllld•
 
..alion ... c.u'l rund 10 h. I(lpli.d first fa. Ih. PU'''''''' of I.. yl,,~ 110. cu,l 0111,. ;"'\••0.""<01 1/,,1 will ""I.ly
 
,he 10m. Ii", /<. Ih. ,,,yn,.nl 01 Ih••0.1 ollh. Imp.o'''''.''1 \>clu•• ",i,,~ .ny po" a Ihe 10111 of Ih. lOIn. 10.
 
Iny olh.. I'U'IIO~.
 
The ""'rtl ""arty" 01..11 b< con.tr"'" u II It rud "panI.." wh.".... \1.. '.n•• or Ihl. Indcnlun 10 'f'lul ••I.
 

tH WITHW WHlJlEOf', lhe party allhe Aral pan hu duly lJl..,ol.d Ihh d..d lhe dl" Ind yra. finl &1>0\0. 

I. nuuca or, 

\,
f. 

wrhlen, 
PAN ASSOCIATrS LIMI Tim PARTNERSIlIP 

... BY I VAN MTIlOS CONSULTANTS, INC • 
. (Genoral Partner I, . 

",]b i,t,Qb
 
Pre8idont of Van Arthol 

Conaultantl, Inc. , . , 

" 
'\ \ 



--

, ::.. ,,, , ~.,~, 

iQ~o,<a~~~ ceIMfT .. .. 

On Ihe day 01 IP • ~l""'.... 
"."ono.lly came 

to me kn....n 10 bt tha lndlndlnl dottribed In and who 
flte<utrd the lor.£oinr Inurum,nt, and aclcnowledrtd lhat 

ue<utrd the um.. 

IfAn lH' _ YOIII(. C~y Of' PUTNTIM ... 

On Ihe .,t" day 01 November 19 811 bel... me 
pe"on.lI; time PETER VfI" flRTIIOS 
10 me known, wh., b<in~ by me d~ly ~ ....rn, did depol4! and. 
lIy thai he ,e,ldea a, N•. ~I) t.. ~ I :'> \"'l. ..... '{~~,~. ,.y 
lhal he II lhe ProBidel\t 
01 Van ArthoB ConBultllntB, Inc, 

, the to"""Ullon aeleribtd 
In and whleh exe<ule~ Ihe lor.r..inr InllrUmtnl: lhot--;ho
knowl the ...1 ol Uld (orponlion~t1"-,,"I-lmxtd 
10 1.ld in"rumt!lL.u-mclI 'torpor"t ttll: ,hIt It "'11 10 
arri.td.by· """or .f tht boud .r dim~.n or ..id (orpo"' 
tiooo;-<;....-thotl~ipod·lr-hJI ...tHhonlo·bl'·lik4- or<kr.' 

Notary Public 

n.oneNce H f'lI1l' ' Notary Pubhc. Sln,to III I. 
No. 4BH'~ 7.' 

QuaIH.~ In Welte"",.h. ?i 
OwnI'nla&lon Expi,,,. AVfl4 O••~ 

Jhrglfn Inb i§>llr Ilrrb nellON 3 'f
Willi C"VI·NANI AC;AIN\I (~."Nltll \ At:U
 

ILOCI ;l

T1rU No, :f ( C· S~' \') 7 

lOT 8. I).• . COUNIY 01. TO....N f'1I1L.IP,sTOWN
PAN I\SSOClflTES LIMITED rl\nnlEnSIlIP 
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CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY 7718 
;?fJ:.! </ <d 

Fee Paid $ 300", c.00Philipstown Tax Map # '- U Block L-- Lot } 0 ~ 

(Date) G n () G 
Located At: ~ 121 V( 0 cx- f<tJ M (j l·O 51Itl IV (; III Y1 I 

Covering: /() 0 I no ;J 0 to LE" W / LhV iF/V;II/J:1- /ttl) If/.. 7/ X .5d ( E Qttl / /jgv J ;g LO '
) j 

A • .t 
lffJN Ii fJ () .. 

V I {'(Y]sA '--TO ~c3fJlilP -f1yEf-f. of -/ "-EJ7t=iJcDG it:.. f'-IJ. W!::.~I NrI'it-~ I IU j I 0 ~ fY 
/ t 

hav ng heretofore filed an application for a huilding pennit pursuant to the Zoning Law. Sanitary Code, Building Code and the Laws in effect in the 
Town of Philipstown, Putnam County, New York, having paid the required fee therefore and the undersigned having by inspection ascertained thaI 
the applicant has subsequently proceeded with the erection or improvement of the proposed structure in compliance with the requirements of the 
laws as aforementioned and that the said work and materials met every requirement of the laws as aforementioned and that the premises have now 
been fully completed and are ready for occupancy pursuant to the provisions of law, Now, therefore, this Certificate of Occupancy is hereby issued 

under the seal of the Town of Philipstown this day of "l;31.-{ L t ,1931-. 

TOWN OF PHILIPSTOWN, NEW YORK 
Not valid unless signed in ink by a duly llUlhorizcd agent
 

l1nd under the scar of the Town of Philipstown.
 
BY:--Z;;:;-&tftrf:-

Building Inspector 
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II PROJECT 1.0. NUMBER 617.20 
Appendix C 

State Environmental Quality Review 

SHORT ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT FORM 
For UNLISTED ACTIONS Only 

Part 1 - PROJECT INFORMATION (To be completed by Applicant or Project sponsor) 

2. PROJECT NAME 1. APPLICANT/SPONSOR 
Verizon Wireless' Antenna WorkNew York SMSA Limited Partnership d/b/a Verizon Wireless 

3. PROJECT LOCATION: 
Municipality: Town of Philipstown County: Putnam 

4. PRECISE LOCATION: Street address and road intersections, prominent landmarks, etc., or provide map 
Route 301/ Grey Rock Road 
Section 38, Block 2, Lots 40 

5. PROPOSED ACTION IS: 
[ ]New [ ]Expansion [x]Modification/alteration 

6. DESCRIBE PROJECT BRIEFLY: Antenna work consisting of replacement of existing antennas and collocation of additional antennal 
on the existing public utility wireless communications tower. 

7. AMOUNT OF LAND AFFECTED: 
Initially: N/A Ultimately: N/A 

~, _....•_,-. 

8. WILL PROPOSED ACTION COMPLY WITH EXISTING ZONING	 OR OTHER EXISTING LAND USE RESTRICTIONS? 
[X]Yes [ ]No if No, describe briefly: 

..... .. , 

9. WHAT IS PRESENT LAND USE IN VICINITY OF PROJECT? 
[X]Residential	 [ ]Industrial [ ]Commercial DAgriculture DPark/Forest/Open space [x]Other
 

Describe: Property is currently used for public utility wireless communications.
 <." ....-..... n" 

10. DOES ACTION INVOLVE A PERMIT APPROVAL, OR FUNDING, NOW OR ULTIMATELY FROM ANY OTHER GOVERNMENTAL 
AGENCY (FEDERAL, STATE OR LOCAL)? 

[x]Yes DNo If yes, list agency name and permit/approval 
Permit from Town of Philipstown Building Department and Special Use Permit from the Zoning Board of Appeals 

, ,	 ""'-~."''''''_. 

11. DOES ANY ASPECT OF THE ACTION HAVE A CURRENTLY VALID PERMIT OR APPROVAL? 
[x]Yes [ ]No If yes, list agency(s) and permit/approval 
FCC License /"",', -'''-' 

12. AS A RESULT	 OF PROPOSED ACTION WILL EXISTING PERMIT/APPROVAL REQUIRE MODIFICATION? 
DYes [x]No 

I CERTIFY THAT THE INFORMATION PROVIDED ABOVE IS TRUE TO THE BEST OF 7{ZOWLEDGE 

Applicant/sponsor name: ~orhSMSA Umited Partnership d/b/a Verizon Wireless Date: I: {I/JD /.L-
Signature:	 as attornev'P1~~	 I /
 

u / / I \ 

/ I 

I	 I 
If the action is in the Coastal Area, and you are a state agency. complete the
 

Coastal Assessment Form before proceeding with this assessment
 



PART II-ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT (To be comp eted by Agency 

A. DOES ACTION EXCEED ANY TYPE 1 THRESHOLD IN 6 NYCRR, PART 617.47 If yes, coordinate the review process and use 
the FULL EAF. DYes [x]No 

B. WILL ACTION RECEIVE COORDINATED REVIEW AS PROVIDED FOR UNLISTED ACTIONS IN 6 NYCRR, PART 617.6? If No, a 
negative declaration may be superseded by another involved a~ency. [ IYes [x]No 

C. COULD ACTION RESULT IN ANY ADVERSE EFFECTS ASSOCIATED WITH THE FOLLOWING: (Answers may be handwritten, if 
legible.) 

C1. Existing air quality, surface or groundwater quality or quantity, noise levels, existing traffic patterns, solid waste production 
or disposal, potential for erosion, drainage or flooding problems? Explain briefly: No. 

C2. Aesthetic, agricultural, archaeological, historic, or other natural or cultural resources; or community or neighborhood 
character? Explain briefly: No. 

C3. Vegetation or fauna, fish, shellfish or wildlife species, significant habitats, or threatened or endangered species? Explain 
briefly: No. 

C4. A community's existing plans or goals as officially adopted, or a change in use or intensity of use of land or other natural 
resources? Explain briefly: No. 

C5. Growth, subsequent development, or related activities likely to be induced by the proposed action? Explain briefly: No".• «_•••.••• 

C6. Long term, short term, cumulative, or other effects not identified in C1-C5? Explain briefly: No. 

C7. Other impacts (including changes in use of either quantity or type of energy)? Explain briefly: No. 

D. WILL THE PROJECT HAVE AN IMPACT ON THE ENVIRONMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS THAT CAUSED THE ESTABLISHMENT 
OF A CRITICAL ENVIRONMENTAL AREA (CEA)? DYes [xlNo If Yes, explain briefly: 

E. IS THERE, OR IS THERE LIKELY TO BE, CONTROVERSY RELATED TO POTENTIAL ADVERSE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS? 
DYes [x]No If Yes, explain briefly: 

Part III - DETERMINATION OF SIGNIFICANCE (To be completed by Agencyl 
INSTRUCTIONS: For each adverse effect identified above, determine whether it is substantial, large, important or otherwise significan1 
Each effect should be assessed in connection with its (a) setting (Le. urban or rural); (b) probability of occurring; (c) duration; (d) 
irreversibility; Ie} geographic scope; and (f) magnitude. If necessary, add attachments or reference supporting materials. Ensure that 
explanations contain sufficient detail to show that all relevant adverse impacts have been identified and adequately addressed. If 
question D of Part II was checked yes, the determination and significance must evaluate the potential impact of the proposed action or 
the environmental characteristics of the CEA. 

D Check this box if you have identified one or more potentially large or significant adverse impacts which MAY occur. 
Then proceed directly to the FULL EAF and/or prepare a positive declaration. 

[xl Check this box if you have determined, based on the information and analysis above and any supporting 
documentation, that the proposed action WILL NOT result in any significant adverse environmental impacts AND provide 
on attachments as necessary, the reasons supporting this determination: 

Name of Lead Agency Date 

Print or Type Name of Responsible Officer in Lead Agency Title of Responsible Officer 

Signature of Responsible Officer in Lead Agency Signature of Preparer{lf different from 
responsible officeri 

Z:ISSDATAIWPDATAISS4IWPINEWBANMIJoe RollinslLTE Zoning AnalyseslMcKeel Corners IPhilipstown) 41Short EAF. wpd 
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STRUCTURAL 
CONSULTING 
SERVICES, P.C. 

May 3, 2012 

Chairman Vincent Cestone 
And Members of the Zoning Board of Appeals 
Town of Philipstown 
238 Main Street 
Cold Spring, NY 10516 

RE:	 New York SMSA Limited Partnership d/b/a Verizon Wireless 
Site: McKeel Comers 
Route 30l/Grey Rock Road, Cold Spring, NY 10516 
Section 38, Block 2, Lot 40 
Antenna Modifications 

Dear Mr. Cestone and Members of the Zoning Board of Appeals: 

New York SMSA Limited Partnership d/b/a Verizon Wireless is proposing to replace all nine (9) of their existing panel 
antennas and install three (3) additional panel antennas on the existing 100'+/- tree monopole at the above referenced site 
as shown on the construction drawings prepared by our office, drawings C-I & C-2. The new antennas will be attached to 
new antenna mounts at the same height as the existing antennas to be replaced and no additional coax cables are being 
installed. Kindly note the project is a "minor project" under the Zoning Code and due to the nature of the antenna work on 
a tree monopole, the antenna work will not result in any visually discemable difference in appearance. 

Our office has reviewed a copy of the structural analysis report prepared by FDH Engineering, Inc., Raleigh, NC, project # 
12-04165E SI, dated 4/11/12, for the existing monopole under the proposed and existing antenna loadings which deemed 
the existing monopole and foundation to have sufficient capacity. In our professional opinion, the existing monopole and 
foundation can accommodate the proposed antenna modifications. Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate 
to contact our office. 

Sincerely, 

James H. Fahey, P.E., S.E. 
Principal 

cc: Verizon Wireless 
SI1 yder & SI1 yder 

JHF/jhf 

67 Federai Road, Brookfield, eT 06804 
Tel: 203.740.7578 Fax: 203.775.5670 



ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS 
TOWN OF PHILIPSTOWN 
-----------------------------------------------------------)( 
In the matter of the Application of 

RF Affidavit 
NEW YORK SMSA LIMITED PARTNERSHIP 
d/b/a VERIZON WIRELESS 

Premises:	 Route 3011 Grey Rock Road 
Philipstown, New York 
Section 38, Block 2, Lot 40 

-----------------------------------------------------------)( 

State of New York ) 
) ss.: 

County of Rockland ) 

Kadry Ahmed, does depose and say: 

1. I am a radio frequency engineer employed by New York SMSA Limited 
Partnership d/b/a Verizon Wireless ("Verizon Wireless"). In addition, I am familiar with 
Verizon Wireless' existing and proposed installation sites in the Town of Philipstown 
("Town"). 

2. I respectfully submit this affidavit in support of the zoning application 
("Application") by Verizon Wireless in connection with a proposed modification to the 
existing public utility wireless communication installation on an existing stealth treepole 
("Treepole") located at Route 3011 Grey Rock Road, Philipstown, New York ("Site"). 

3. The proposed modification consists of the swap-out ofVerizon Wireless' 
nine (9) existing antennas and the addition of three (3) new antennas on the Treepole 
together with ancillary equipment. 

4. Verizon Wireless is licensed by the Federal Communications Commission 
("FCC") to provide wireless communications throughout New York State, including the 
Town. 

5. The existing antennas on the Treepole do not allow Verizon Wireless to 
utilize its latest technology, known as Long Term Evolution ("LTE"). The proposed 
antenna work, which includes the replacement and addition of antennas, will allow 
Verizon Wireless to enhance its voice and data services. LTE service will enable users in 
and around the Site to wirelessly transmit and receive high-speed data. 

6. The modification is necessary to meet current or expected demands for 
Verizon Wireless' services in accordance with its FCC licensed frequencies. Such 
modification win enable Verizon Wireless to provide enhanced wireless communications 
service to the surrounding area. 



Conclusion 

Based on the foregoing, the requested approval should be granted 

forthwith. 

Respectfully submitted, 
~.- "') 

I'~/ .. 

~~-
Kadry Ahmed 

Signed before me this 
('f"1." 
~ day ofM~ 2012 

ROBERT C. BREYER~"'J\~ NOTARY PUBLIC, STltT2 OF r~EWYORIC 
NO. 02i3r.;::;;2:J'7

tk1..~..---- QUALIFIED IN ROCL~~j~~,?-
COMMISSION EXPIRi!$ I 

Notary Public 
Z:ISSDATAIWPDATAISS4\WP\NBWBANM'Joe IWllinslLTE Zoning AnalY'C'lMeKeel Com"" (PhilipotDwn) 4\RF Allidavil.ms.wpd 
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INTROduCTioN ANd SUMMARY 

At the request of New York SMSA Limited Partnership d/b/a Verizon Wireless 

('Verizon Wireless"), Pinnacle Telecom Group has performed an independent 

expert assessment of radiofrequency (RF) levels and related FCC compliance for 

the modification of an existing wireless base station antenna operation on a 

monopole on Grey Rock Road in Cold Spring, NY. Verizon Wireless refers to the 

site as MMcKeel Comer LTE" and the antenna modifications are proposed so 

Verizon Wireless can effectively operate under its licensed frequencies including 

700 MHz, 850 MHz, and 1900 MHz. 

The FCC requires wireless system operators to perform an assessment of 

potential human exposure to radiofrequency (RF) fields emanating from all the 

transmitting antennas at a site whenever antenna operations are added or 

modified, and to ensure compliance with the Maximum Permissible Exposure 

(MPE) limit in the FCC regulations. In this case, the monopole supports other 

existing wireless antenna operations by T-Mobiie, Sprint-Nextel, and AT&T - the 

RF effects of which will be included in this compliance assessment. 

This report describes a mathematical analysis of compliance with the FCC MPE 

limit for safe continuous exposure of the general public. TAe RF effects of the 

antennas are calculated using a standard FCC formula - and the analysis is 

designed to conservatively overstate the RF levels that actually occur from the 

antennas. In that way, as long as the results indicate RF levels below the MPE 

limit, we can have great confidence the compliance requirement is satisfied. 

The results of a compliance assessment can be explained in layman's terms by 

describing the calculated RF levels as simple percentages of the FCC MPE limit. 

If the reference for that limit is 100 percent, then calculated RF levels higher than 

100 percent indicate the MPE limit is exceeded, while calculated RF levels 

consistently lower than 100 percent serve as a· clear and sufficient demonstration 

of compliance with the MPE limit. We will also describe the overall worst-case 

calculated result via the "plain-English" equivalent "times-below-the-Iimit factor". 

3 



The result of the FCC RF compliance assessment in this case is as follows: 

Q	 The conservatively calculated maximum RF level from the combination of 

the Verizon Wireless antenna operations, as modified, along with all the 

other antenna operations at the site, is 1.8666 percent of the FCC MPE 

limit - well below the 1DO-percent reference for compliance. In other 

words, even with the significant degree of conservatism incorporated in 

the analysis, the worst-case calculated RF level is still more than 53 times 

below the FCC limit established as safe for continuous human exposure 

to the RF emissions from antennas. 

Q	 The results of the calculations provide a clear demonstration that the RF 

levels from the combination of proposed and existing antenna operations 

at the site satisfy the applicable criteria for controlling potential human 

exposure to RF fields, and the RF levels will be in clear compliance with 

the FCC regulations and limit concerning RF safety. Moreover, because 

of the conservative methodology and incorporated assumptions, RF 

levels actually caused by the antennas will be even less significant than 

the calculation results here indicate. 

The remainder of this report provides the following: 

CI	 relevant technical data on the Verizon Wireless antenna operations as 

modified, along with data on the other existing antenna operations at the 

site; 

CI	 a description of the applicable FCC mathematical model for assessing 

MPE compliance, and application of the relevant technical data to that 

model; and 

CI	 the results of the analysis, and the compliance conclusion for the site. 

In addition, Appendix A provides background on the FCC MPE limit, along with a 

list of FCC references on compliance, and Appendix B summarizes the expert 

qualifications of the author of this report. 
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ANTENNA ANd TRANSMissioN DATA 

The table below provides the key compliance-related data for the Verizon 

Wireless antenna operations, as proposed to be modified, at the site. 

Antenna Model/Max. Gain 

RF Channels er Sector 
Transmitter Power / RF Channel 

850 MHz Antenna Data 

Antenna Model/Max. Gain 

RF Channels er Sector 
Transmitter Power / RF Channel 

1900 MHz Antenna Data 

Antenna Model/Max. Gain 

RF Channels er Sector 
Transmitter Power / RF Channel 

A & C: AnteI BXA-171090-8CF /16.5 dBi 
B: Antel BXA-171040-8CF / 19.5dBi 
4 
16 watts 

Note that in the analysis, we will conservatively ignore the power-attenuation 

effects associated with the antenna cabling ("antenna line loss".) 

The antenna vertical-plane radiation pattern is used in the calculations of RF 

levels at ground level around a site. Figures 1 through 6 that follow show the 

vertical-plane radiation patterns of the antenna models proposed by Verizon 

Wireless. Note that in this type of diagram, the antenna is effectively pointed at 

the three o'clock position (the horizon) and the relative strength of the pattern at 

different angles is described using decibel units. 
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Figure 1. Antel BXA-70090-4CF Antenna - 700 MHz Vertical-plane Pattern 

odeg 
horizon 

5 dB I division 

Figure 2. Antel BXA-70040-4CF Antenna - 700 MHz Vertical-plane Pattern 

5 dB I division 

Odeg 
horizon 
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Figure 3. Antel BXA-7009D-4CF - 850 MHz Vertical-plane Pattern 

Odeg 
horizon 

5 dB / division 

Figure 4. Antel BXA-70040-4CF - 850 MHz Vertical-plane Pattern 

Odeg 
horizon 

5 dB / division 
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Figure 5. Antel BXA-171090-8CF - 1900 MHz Vertical-plane Pattern 

Odeg 
horizon 

5 dB I division 

Figure 6. Antel BXA-171040-8CF -1900 MHz Vertical-plane Pattern 

Odeg 
horizon 

5 dB I division 
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As noted at the outset, there are other antenna operations at the site that we 

need to include in the compliance assessment, each of which involves directional 

panel antennas arranged for sectorized wireless service coverage. In the 

analysis for each of the wireless carriers, we will conservatively assume 

operation with maximum channel capacity and at maximum transmitter power in 

each of their respective FCe-licensed wireless frequency bands. 

T-Mobile (also known as Omnipoint) is licensed to operate in the 1900 MHz and 

2100 MHz frequency bands. In the 1900 MHz band, T-Mobile uses a maximum 

of eight RF channels in each antenna sector, with a maximum transmitter power 

of 20 watts per channel. In the 2100 MHz band, T-Mobile uses two channels per 

sector, with a maximum of 40 watts of transmitter power per channel. 

Sprint-Nextel is licensed to operate in the 851 MHz frequency band. There is a 

maximum of 12 RF channels in each sector, and each channel is set for 

maximum of 100 watts of effective radiated power (for which the equivalent 

antenna input power is less than six watts). 

AT&T is licensed to operate in the 700, 850 and 1900 MHz frequency bands. In 

the 700 MHz band, AT&T uses as many as four RF channels per antenna sector 

and a maximum transmitter power of 40 watts. In the 850 MHz band, AT&T uses 

as many as eight RF channels per antenna sector and a maximum transmitter 

power of 20 watts. In the 1900 MHz band, AT&T uses as many as four RF 

channels per antenna sector, with a maximum of 16 watts of transmitter power 

per channel. 

COMpliANCE ANALysis 

FCC Office of Engineering and Technology Bulletin 65 ("OET Bulletin 65") 

provides guidelines for mathematical models to calculate the RF levels at various 

points around transmitting antennas. At street-level around an antenna site (in 

what is called the "far field" of the antennas), the RF levels are directly 

proportional to the total antenna input power and the relative antenna gain in the 

downward direction of interest - and the levels are otherwise inversely 
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proportional to the square of the straight-line distance to the antenna. 

Conservative calculations also assume the potential RF exposure is enhanced by 

reflection of the RF energy from the ground. Our calculations will assume a 

100% "perfect" reflection, the worst-case approach. 

The formula for street-level RF compliance calculations for any given wireless 

antenna operation is as follows: 

MPE% = (100 * TxPower * 10 (Gmax-VdiscJ10) * 4 ) I ( MPE * 4n * R2 ) 

where 

MPE% = RF level, expressed as a percentage of the MPE limit 
applicable to continuous exposure of the general public 

100 = factor to convert the raw result to a percentage 

TxPower = maximum net power into antenna sector, in milliwatts, a 
function of the number of channels per sector, the 
transmitter power per channel, and line loss 

10 (Gmax-VdiscJ10) = numeric equivalent of the relative antenna gain in the 
downward direction of interest, referenced to any applied 
antenna mechanical downtilt; data on the antenna 
vertical-plane pattern is taken from manufacturer 
specifications 

4 = factor to account for a 100-percent-efficient ground 
reflection, and the squared relationship between RF field 
strength and power density (22 =4) 

MPE = FCC general population MPE limit 

R = straight-line distance from the RF source to the point of 
interest, centimeters 

The MPE% calculations are performed out to a distance of 500 feet from the 

facility to points 6.5 feet (approximately two meters, the FCC-recommended 

standing height) off the ground, as illustrated in Figure 7 on the next page. 

10 



Ground Distance Dfrom the site 

Figure 7. MPE% Calculation Geometry 

It is popularly understood that the farther away one is from an antenna, the lower 

the RF level - which is generally but not universally correct. The results of 

MPE% calculations fairly close to the site will reflect the variations in the vertical

plane antenna pattern as well as the variation in straight-line distance to the 

antennas. Therefore, RF levels may actually increase slightly with increasing 

distance within the range of zero to 500 feet from the site. As the distance 

approaches 500 feet and beyond, though, the antenna pattern factor becomes 

less significant, the RF levels become primarily distance-controlled, and as a 

result the RF levels generally decrease with increasing distance, and are well 

understood to be in compliance. 

FCC compliance for a collocated antenna site is assessed in the following 

manner. At each distance point along the ground, an MPE% calculation is made 

for each antenna operation, and the sum of the individual MPE% contributions at 

each point is compared to 100 percent, the normalized reference for compliance 

with the MPE limit. We refer to the sum of the individual MPE% contributions as 

"total MPE%", and any calculated total MPE% result exceeding 100 percent is, 

by definition, higher than the FCC limit and represents non-compliance and a 

need to mitigate the potential exposure. If all results are consistently below 100 

height 
from 

antenna 
bottom to 

6.5' 
above 
ground 
level 

t 
I 

I 
i 
I 

l 
i 

1
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percent. on the other hand, that set of results serves as a clear and sufficient 

demonstration of compliance with the MPE limit. 

The following conservative methodology and assumptions are incorporated into 

the MPE% calculations on a general basis: 

1.	 The antennas are assumed to be operating continuously at maximum 

power, and at maximum channel capacity. In addition, the effects of 

antenna line loss are ignored wherever possible. 

2.	 The power-attenuation effects of shadowing or other obstructions to the 

line-of-sight path from the antenna to the point of interest are ignored. 

3.	 The calculations intentionally minimize the distance factor (R) by 

assuming a 6'6" human and performing the calculations from the bottom 

(rather than the centerline) of each operator's lowest-mounted antenna, 

as applicable. 

4.	 The potential RF exposure at ground level is assumed to be 1aD-percent 

enhanced (increased) via a "perfect" field reflection from the intervening 

ground. 

The net result of these assumptions is to significantly overstate the calculated RF 

exposure levels relative to the levels that will actually occur - and the purpose of 

this conservatism is to allow very "safe-side" conclusions about compliance. 

The table that follows provides the results of the MPE% calculations for each 

operator, with the worst-case result highlighted in bold in the last column. 

12 



Ground 
Distance 

(ft) 

Verizon 
Wireless 
700 MHz 

MPEO/O 
~~~j,~~~(~~fi~Iii~W~~!~\i~.~1~H:·: ~~~li!f:~m~iE~~" 

0 0.0017 
20 0.0037 
40 0.0093 
60 0.0301 
80 0.0164 
100 0.0119 
120 0.0620 
140 0.1027 
160 0.1038 
180 0.0825 
200 0.0564 
220 0.0317 
240 0.0137 
260 0.0149 
280 0.0227 
300 0.0332 
320 0.0467 
340 0.0618 
360 0.0766 
380 0.0691 
400 0.0827 
420 0.0753 
440 0.0888 
460 0.0815 
480 0.0923 
500 0.0853 

Verizon 
Wireless 
850 MHz 
MPE% 

01~·' 

0.0476 
0.0143 
0.0586 
0.1644 
0.2525 
0.0750 
0.2091 
0.3979 
0.5425 
0.5680 
0.4360 
0.2688 
0.1213 
0.0470 
0.0518 
0.0870 
0.1506 

I	 0.2338 
0.3328 
0.3005 
0.4032 
0.3673 
0.4638 
0.4258 
0.5291 
0.4889 

Verizon 
Wireless 
1900 MHz 

MPE% 

T-Mobile 
MPE% 

Sprint-
Nextel 
MPE% I 

AT&T Total 
MPE% MPE% 

~~1~ffi1~~~~~~~~~~. 

0.1195 
~i~t:!i$;~Ii,I~~~~lf!I 

0.0021 
~~-:-';-' 

0.0531 
~~~ii!~i~~jij!~~~! 

0.0210 
I~~~~~,lil 

0.2450 
0.2377 0.0882 0.1981 0.1090 0.6510 
0.0322 0.0551 0.1416 0.3244 0.6212 
0.0611 0.1241 0.2435 0.2455 0.8687 
0.0225 0.2905 0.0125 0.5151 1.1095 
0.0125 0.0522 0.1983 0.7207 1.0706 
0.1586 0.0628 0.4596 0.8758 1.8279 
0.0331 0.0528 0.3952 0.7717 1.7534 
0.0291 0.2132 0.2879 0.5279 1.7044 
0.0715 0.1110 0.2286 0.3296 1.3912 
0.0457 0.0813 0.1199 0.1669 0.9062 
0.0141 0.1076 0.0239 0.0957 0.5418 
0.0101 0.1585 0.0173 0.1411 0.4620 
0.0139 0.1920 0.0569 0.1890 0.5137 
0.0088 0.1742 0.1252 0.2553 0.6380 
0.0105 0.1079 0.1954 0.3464 0.7804 
0.0158 0.0952 0.2469 0.4439 0.9991 
0.0281 0.0395 0.2862 0.5793 1.2287 
0.0325 0.0354 0.2469 0.7218 1.4460 
0.0294 0.0504 0.2886 0.6510 1.3890 
0.0279 0.0456 0.2389 0.7766 1.5749 
0.0254 0.1686 0.2743 0.9039 1.8148 
0.0212 0.1538 0.2396 0.8263 1.7935 
0.0195 0.1409 0.2750 0.7581 1.7008 
0.0082 0.1295 0.2530 0.8545 1.8666 
0.0076 0.1062 0.2336 0.7893 1.7109 

As indicated, even with the significant degree of conservatism built into the 

calculations, the maximum calculated RF level is 1.8666 percent of the FCC 

MPE limit - well below the 1DO-percent reference for compliance. 

A graph of the overall calculation results, provided on the next page, probably 

provides a clearer visual illustration of the relative insignificance of the calculated 

RF levels. The line representing the calculated total MPE% results barely rises 

above the graph's zero baseline, and shows an obviously clear and consistent 

margin to the FCC MPE limit. 
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COMpliANCE CONclusioN 

According to the FCC, the MPElimit has been constructed in such a manner that 

continuous human exposure to RF emissions up to and including 100 percent of 

the MPE limit is acceptable and safe. The analysis in this case shows that the 

maximum calculated RF level from the combination of the Verizon Wireless 

antenna operations, as modified, along with the other existing antenna 

operations at the site, is 1.8666 percent of the FCC MPE limit. In other words, 

the worst-case calculated RF level from the combination of antenna operations is 

more than 53 times below the limit established as safe for continuous human 

exposure to the RF emissions from antennas. 

The results of the calculations provide a clear demonstration of compliance with 

the FCC MPE limit. Moreover, because of the conservative calculation 

methodology and operational assumptions we applied in the analysis, RF levels 

actually caused by the antennas will be even less significant than the calculation 

results here indicate. 
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CERTi FicATioN 

It is the policy of Pinnacle Telecom Group that all FCC RF compliance 

assessments are reviewed, approved, and signed by the firm's Chief Technical 

Officer, who certifies as follows: 

1.	 I have read and fully understand the FCC regulations concerning RF safety 

and the control of human exposure to RF fields (47 CFR 1.1301 et seq). 

2.	 To the best of my knowledge, the statements and information disclosed in 

this report are true, complete and accurate. 

3.	 The analysis of site RF compliance provided herein is consistent with the 

applicable FCC regulations, additional guidelines issued by the FCC, and 

industry practice. 

4.	 The new Verizon Wireless antennas, as detailed herein, like the original 

antennas, will not produce more radiation which will cause them to not be in 

compliance with the FCC regulations. Moreover, the combined RF effects 

from the antenna operations at this site are in compliance with the FCC 

regulations and limit concerning potential RF exposure. 

4/17/12
 

Date 
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AppENdix A. BACkGROUNd ON THE FCC MPE liMiT 

FCC Rules and Regulations 

As directed by the Telecommunications Act of 1996, the FCC has established 
limits for maximum continuous human exposure to RF fields. 

The FCC maximum permissible exposure (MPE) limits represent the consensus 
of federal agencies and independent experts responsible for RF safety matters. 
Those agencies include the National Council on Radiation Protection and 
Measurements (NCRP), the Occupational Safety and Health Administration 
(OSHA), the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NlOSH), the 
American National Standards Institute (ANSI), the Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA), and the Food and Drug Administration (FDA). In formulating its 
guidelines, the FCC also considered input from the public and technical 
community - notably the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE). 

The FCC's RF exposure guidelines are incorporated in Section 1.301 et seq of its 
Rules and Regulations (47 CFR 1.1301-1.1310). Those guidelines specify MPE 
limits for both occupational and general population exposure. 

The specified continuous exposure MPE limits are based on known variation of 
human body susceptibility in different frequency ranges, and a Specific 
Absorption Rate (SAR) of 4 watts per kilogram, which is universaliy considered to 
accurately represent human capacity to dissipate incident RF energy (in the form 
of heat). The occupational MPE guidelines incorporate a safety factor of 10 or 
greater with respect to RF levels known to represent a health hazard, and an 
additional safety factor of five is applied to the MPE limits for general population 
exposure. Thus, the general population MPE limit has a built-in safety factor of 
more than 50. The limits were constructed to appropriately protect humans of 
both sexes and all ages and sizes and under all conditions - and continuous 
exposure at levels equal to or below the applicable MPE limits is considered to 
result in no adverse health effects or even health risk. 

The reason for two tiers of MPE limits is based on an understanding and 
assumption that members of the general public are unlikely to have had 
appropriate RF safety training and may not be aware of the exposures they 
receive; occupational exposure in controlled environments, on the other hand, is 
assumed to involve individuals who have had such training, are aware of the 
exposures, and know how to maintain a safe personal work environment. 

The FCC's RF exposure limits are expressed in two equivalent forms, using 
alternative units of field strength (expressed in volts per meter, or VIm), and 
power density (expressed in milliwatts per square centimeter, or mW/cm2

). T"he 
table on the next page lists the FCC limits for both occupational and general 
popUlation exposures, using the mW/cm2 reference, for the different radio 
frequency ranges. 
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Frequency Range (F) 
(MHz) 

0.3 -1.34
 

1.34 - 3.0
 

3.0 - 30
 

30 - 300
 

300 - 1,500
 

1,500 - 100,000
 

Occupational Exposure 
(mW/cm2 ) 

100
 

100
 

900/ F2
 

1.0
 

F / 300
 

5.0
 

General Public Exposure 
( mW/cm2 ) 

100
 

180/ F2
 

180/ F2
 

0.2
 

F /1500
 

1.0
 

The diagram below provides a graphical illustration of both the FCC's 
occupational and general population MPE limits. 
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Because the FCC's MPE limits are frequency-shaped, the exact MPE limits 
applicable to the instant situation depend on the frequency range used by the 
systems of interest. 
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The most appropriate method of determining RF compliance is to calculate the 
RF power density attributable to a particular system and compare that to the 
MPE limit applicable to the operating frequency in question. The result is usually 
expressed as a percentage of the MPE limit. 

For potential exposure from multiple systems, the respective percentages of the 
MPE limits are added, and the total percentage compared to 100 (percent of the 
limit). If the result is less than 1DO, the total exposure is in compliance; if it is 
more than 100,· exposure mitigation measures are necessary to achieve 
compliance. 

Note that the FCC "categorically excludes" certain types of antenna facilities from 
the routine requirement to specifically (Le., mathematically) demonstrate 
compliance with the MPE limit. Among those types of facilities are cellular 
antennas mounted on any type of tower, when the bottoms of the antennas are 
more than 10 meters (c. 32.8 feet) above ground. The basis for the categorical 
exclusion, according to the FCC, is the understanding that because of the low 
power and the directionality of the antennas, such facilities - individually and 
collectively - are well understood to have no significant effect on the human 
environment. As a result. the FCC automatically deems such facilities to be in 
compliance. 

FCC References on Compliance 

47 CFR, FCC Rules and Regulations, Part 1 (Practice and Procedure), Section 
1.1310 (Radiofrequency radiation exposure limits). 

FCC Second Memorandum Opinion and Order and Notice of Proposed 
Rulemaking (FCC 97-303), In the Matter of Procedures for Reviewing Requests 
for Relief From State and Local Regulations Pursuant to Section 332(c)(7)(B)(v) 
of the Communications Act of 1934 (WT Docket 97-192), Guidelines for 
Evaluating the Environmental Effects of Radiofrequency Radiation (ET Docket 
93-62), and Petition for Rulemaking of the Cellular Telecommunications Industry 
Association Concerning Amendment of the Commission 's Rules to Preempt 
State and Local Regulation of Commercial Mobile Radio Service Transmitting 
Facilities, released August 25, 1997. 

FCC First Memorandum Opinion and Order, ET Docket 93-62, In the Matter of 
Guidelines for Evaluating the Environmental Effects of Radiofrequency Radiation, 
released December 24,1996. 

FCC Report and Order, ET Docket 93-62, In the Matter of Guidelines for 
Evaluating the Environmental Effects of Radiofrequency Radiation, released 
August 1, 1996. 

FCC Office of Engineering and Technology (OET) Bulletin 65, "Evaluating 
Compliance with FCC Guidelines for Human Exposure to Radiofrequency 
Electromagnetic Fields", Edition 97-01, August 1997. 
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AppENdix B. SUMMARy of EXPERT QUAlificATioNS 

Daniel J. Collins, Chief Technical Office" Pinnacle Telecom Group, LLC 

Synopsis: • 39 years of experience in all aspects of wireless system 
engineering, related regulation, and RF exposure 

• Has performed or	 led RF exposure compliance assessments 
on more than 14,000 antenna sites since the new FCC rules 
went into effect in 1997 

• Has provided testimony as an RF compliance expert more 
than 1,300 times since 1997 

• Accepted as an expert in New York, New Jersey, 
Connecticut, Pennsylvania and more than 40 other states, 
as well as by the FCC 

~",~ji~~1!t~ii~~i~'i.";fflti'·-wiii~ifi~jH>;t~'!"";.t;~i,.'"1;;":!;~;ilirr.,;;i~'i:;r,!'~;ii::!1ij8;~jlj.ii!ii~ThffiiilE~fi;;J]:~i~i:''::~,!jfflto;Jil<IIii'. ;",",#;j~iilr,*~i!r.li' ..Pl , iHlm~!l!l~~i~i:~t"~'i!~j1l!r~,~ !I~:-,!Hl _i:i@!f!l.'i:!iir,1Iil !t!~'Wir. '" _,I ~~~!j)i;!r.li~l~l~!i!t'~!i!1ij~~;~J"ff!l!~illIJtiiIIii~;;,;;' 

Education: • B.E.E., City College of New York (Sch. Of Eng.), 1971 
• M.B.A., 1982, Fairleigh Dickinson University, 1982 
• Bronx High School of Science, 1966
 

Current Responsibilities:
 • Leads all PTG staff work involving RF safety and FCC 
compliance, microwave and satellite system engineering, 
and consultinQ on wireless technology and regulation 

Prior Experience: • Edwards & Kelcey. VP -	 RF Engineering and Chief 
Information Technology Officer, 1996-99 

• Bellcore, Executive Director - Regulation and Public Policy, 
1983-96 

• AT&T (Corp. HQ), Director -	 Spectrum Management Policy 
and Practice, 1977-83 

• AT&T Long Lines, Group Supervisor -	 Microwave Radio 
System Design, 1972-77 

Specific RF Safety / • Involved in RF exposure matters since 1972 
Compliance Experience: • Have had lead corporate responsibility for RF safety and 

compliance at AT&T, Bellcore, Edwards & Kelcey, and PTG 
• While at AT&T, helped develop the mathematical models 

later adopted by the FCC for predicting RF exposure 
• Have been relied on for compliance by all major wireless 

carriers, as well as by the federal government, several state 
and local govemments, equipment manufacturers, system 
integrators, and other consulting / engineering firms 

Other Background: • Author, Microwave System Engineering (AT&T, 1974) 
• Co-author and executive editor, A Guide to New 

Technologies and Services (BeUcore, 1993) 
• National Spectrum Managers Association (NSMA) -	 former 

three-term President and Chairman of the Board of 
Directors; was founding member, twice-elected Vice 
President, a long-time member of the Board of Directors, 
and was named an NSMA Fellow in 1991 

• Listed in Who's Who in the Media and Communication and 
International Who's Who in Information Technology 

• Published more than 35 articles in industry magazines 
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ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS
 

JUNE 11, 2012 

MINUTES 

The Zoning Board of Appeals for the Town of Philipstown held a work session on 
Monday, June 11, 2012, at the Philipstown Town Hall, 238 Main Street, Cold Spring, 
New York. The work session was opened by Vincent Cestone, Chairman, at 7:30 p.m. 

PRESENT: Vincent Cestone - Chairman 
Lenny Lim - Member 
Bill Flaherty - Member 
Robert Dee - Member 
Paula Clair - Member 
Dominic Cordisco - ZBA Council 
Tina Andress- Landolfi - Secretary 

ABSENT: 

Contents: 

Review of minutes - Page 2 

~omola and Edelstein - Pages 2 thru 3 

Drake Petroleum - Pages 4 thru 5 

Lyons Soil Minlng- Pages 5 thru 33 
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Vincent Cestone - Please stand for the Pledge of Allegiance. 

Vincent Cestone - 1m gonna do things a little out of order. We have a full house, and 
everybody will have at least one chance to speak. 1m gonna ask that once you have had 
a chance to speak if you could please have the decency to go outside and give 
someone else a chance to come in and speak would be very helpful.The limitations in 
this room are related to the fire department and the Building code. We are at the 
maximum in this room, and by the Fire Code we cannot have more. If I had known it was 
going to be this big, then I would have asked the Town to move us to the VFW hall. I did 
not know that it was going to be like this until about ten minutes ago. I am sorry about 
that. 1m gonna take things a little out of order. The first thing I would like to do is a 
review of minutes for May 14. Are there any additions or corrections? 

Paula Clair - I have some corrections and I will give them to our new secretary TIna. 

Vincent Cestone - Any additional Changes? I will make a motion to accept the minutes 
as submitted with those changes. 

Lenny Lim - I will seconded. 

Vincent Cestone - All those in favor? 

All members - Aye. 

Vincent Cestone - Opposed? 

Vincent Cestone - Next is discussion on Andrew and Susan Homola and Edelstein's 
request for a deer fence. I was wondering if there were any board members that wish to 
speak on this. 

Robert Dee - I did some research on it, and the zoning code says that you don't need a 
bUilding permit for a six foot fence. They are looking for an eight foot fence for deer, but 
I looked at the University of Vermont an article from a Dr. Leonard Perry who is 
supposed to be a deer expert who said that it could be done with a six foot fence by 
leaning it forward or it could be done by a solid six foot fence. It dose not have to be 
higher than that. Our job basically is to, if there is a problem issue a variance or 
something like that if there is an exception so, it could be done in another means than 
an eight foot fence in my opinion. 

Vincent Cestone - I did a similar. I went to Penn State, and they said almost exactly 
what you were saying, and we just donlt know enough about this. Maybe the solution is 
for the Town to put in a definition of what a deer fence is at a later date, and change the 
code. Does anyone else wish to speak on this? In that case. 
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lenny lim - Are the applicants here? 

Andrew Homola - Here 

Vincent Cestone - I think the Public Hearing was closed. 

Dominic Cordisco - It was. 

Vincent Cestone - Do you wish to say anything else? 

Andrew Homola - No, I think we represented ourselves last time we were here. We 
appreciate the board considering the matter. As you spoke last time we cannot add to 
that, but we hope that you can understand our position. 

Vincent Cestone - I did put in a request to the Town to change the zoning code to put in 
a definition of a deer fence. 

Andrew Homola - Thank you Vincent. 

Vincent Cestone - Ok. With that lets do a roll call. Let me put it in a phrase. Is your vote 
to approve or disapprove the deer fence? 

Bill Flaherty - I vote to approve. 

Paula Clair - I vote to approve also. 

lenny lim - I will disapprove. 

Robert Dee - I vote against it. 

Vincent Cestone - And so do I. I vote against it. It was three to two against, and that 
means that it does not carry. 1m sorry. I apologize for that. Maybe you should approach 
the Town at a Town Meeting and ask them to update the code for you, and then we can 
___ this. Sorry. 

Vincent Cestone - The next item I would like to address is the Drake Petroleum 
Resolution. 1m gonna ask the attorney to read up to the conditions. 

Dominic Cordlsco - Yes, I prepared that resolution for your consideration, and if I 
may The Philipstown Zoning Board of appeals conducted Public Hearings on April 9, 
2012, and May 14, 2012, to hear the application of Drake Petroleum Co. For variances 
from particular requirements set forth in the Town of Philipstown Zoning Code to 
reconstruct and maintain a stand alone, or freestanding, sign for a gas station/ 
convenience store operation on property located at 1122 Route 90, Philipstown, New 
York. This is an existing gas station/convenience store which is being rebranded from a 
Getty Station to a Gulf Station. The applicant proposes to replace the existing 
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freestanding sign with a new one at the same location. The existing sign does not 
conform with the requirements of the Zoning Code. Those improvements proposed by 
the applicant, which do not conform with the provisions of the Town of Philipstown 
Zoning Code are identified and described as follows. Sign. The applicant proposes to 
place a freestanding sign, 10 feet in height and 6 feet wide, 23 feet from the center line 
of Route 90. The applicants proposal for the placement of the subject freestanding sign 
does not comply with the section 175-10, schedule B, of the Zoning Code, which 
requires that the sign be set back at least 30 feet from the street line. During the course 
of the applicants presentation to the Board, the applicant presented plans prepared by 
NW Sign Industries dated January 31,2012 and consisting of 8 sheets. The applicant 
also revised its request by decreasing the height of the proposed new sign from 10 feet 
to 8 feet. At a public meeting of the Board held on May 14, 2012, and upon all 
discussion and testimony that preceded it, site visits made by individual Board 
members, and review of all submissions and proof submitted to this Board, Vincent 
Cestone made a motion, seconded by Bill Flaherty, as follows. Be it resolved, that the 
Zoning Board Appeals of the Town of Philipstown, Putnam County, New York, 
determines and finds. That the balance of the equities weighs in favor of granting the 
application for a variance to place a freestanding sign, 8 feet in height and 6 feet wide, 
located 23 feet from the centerline of Route 90 where a 30 foot setback is required. 
The grant of the area variances, with the following conditions, for the reasons set forth 
herein, shall constitute findings based on the factors set forth in Town Law section 267
B.Conditions of the variances granted. One, The existing sign may be replaced with a 
new freestanding sign that does not exceed 8 feet in height and six feet in width and is 
located no closer than 23 feet from the centerline of Route 90, and shall otherwise 
conform to the plans prepared by NW Signs Industries dated January 31 , 2012, and 
consisting of 8 sheets. Two, The variances granted by this resolution shall not be further 
enlarged or extended except in accordance with all provisions of the Philipstown Code. 

Vincent Cestone - Are there any changes or updates to the resolution as read? If not I 
make a motion to accept it as read. Do I have a seconded? 

Robert Dee - I will seconded. 

Vincent Cestone - All those in favor? 

All Members - Aye 

Vincent Cestone - Opposed? Carried. 

Vincent Cestone - One last thing and then we will get into the Lyons Public Hearing. 
Today is rather a sad day for the Zoning Board of Appeals, but also a happy day for the 
Zoning Board. Today is the last day of Kim Shewmaker as being our Zoning Board 
secretary. She has been with us for twelve years.She has done an excellent job, and 
basically when she came in the Zoning Board was quite a bit in disarray and with no 
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training and little consult she turned it around and organized the Zoning Board for us. 
She turned it into something that took very little effort for the Zoning Board to take care 
of, and we wish her the best of luck. I would like to welcome Tina who is new to the 
Zoning Board, but not new to the Town of Philtpstown. I talked to Tina on several 
occasions on the phone before this, and she is going to be taking over the duties and 1m 
sure she is going to do a wonderful job. I would like to thank you and welcome 
aboard.With that, 1m gonna go right into the Public Hearing for Lyons Realty. Things are 
a little bit different tonight. We have a sign in sheet for talkers, so that people will have a 
chance to speak. 1m sorry you cant put that there. 

PCNR Rep· I cant? 

Vincent Cestone . No, 1m sorry. 

PCNR Rep· What about here? 

Vincent Cestone . No, you are gonna have to keep it with you over there. 

PCNR Rep· The Town Board lets me do it. 

Vincent Cestone· If you have not signed the list, please sign the list over here, and 
after we have gone through the list if anyone wishes to speak that hasn't spoke your 
more than welcome to talk to us again. Tina can you hand me the list please? Thank 
you so much. Before we go into the people who wish to speak, does the applicant wish 
to say anything? 

Glennon Watson· 1m Glen Watson from Badey and Watson. I represent the applicants 
Lyons Realty who is a partnership between Nathan and Ernest Lyons who are sitting to 
my right. We went through the entire plan. It is a seven stage plan over thirty years. We 
went into quite a lot of detail last month. We believe that we have answered all of the 
questions that the state has. We have since turned in the last two questions plus 
responses to public comments that we received from the state. We sent copies of that 
to you as well. I do have two drawings that you specifically asked for that I would like to 
take a minute to go over. 

Audience Member· Could you please move back further so that we can see? 

Vincent Cestone • Just step back. 

Glennon Watson· The first map that you asked me for is the map that shows the life of 
mine and the entire hundred and thirty-nine acre parcel owned by Lyons. 

Audience Member· Excuse me, can you please step aside? You are blocking the map. 

Vincent Cestone • You will have a chance to look at it at your convenience after he 
makes his presentation. Go ahead Glen. 
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Audience Member - I cant see what he is saying during his presentation. 

Vincent Cestone - 1m sorry, not everybody is going to be able to see it, but. 

Audience Member - He could stand on the side, and not block it. 

Vincent Cestone - Glen if you would. 

ZBA Council- The presentation is for the primary purpose of the Board. 

Vincent Cestone - All right Glen. 

Glennon Watson - This map was prepared at your request specifically Mr. Cestone. It 
shows the life of mine line, which is the outline of the entire are to be disturbed within, 
and that is in orange which is in the middle of the map labeled life of mine. The black 
dash line that outlines the entire piece of property, and then there are series of three 
green rings that ring the life of mine on a five hundred feet a two thousand feet and a 
three thousand feet. Within that area we have placed red dots on each of the residential 
structures as we found them listed in the current assessment rolls, the two thousand 
twelve assessment rolls and placed a dot on each of those residential units.There are I 
think One hundred and ninety-one. One hundred and fifteen residential structures and 
seventy-six trailers within the site. The trailers are shown in slightly smaller dots, and the 
only reason for that is that they are so close together and would just be one big red blob 
if we did not do that. 

Vincent Cestone - I see. 

Glennon Watson - The things of particular interest was the closest building. The closest 
building is shown on the map and is off the Southwest corner of the mine. It will be 
affected late in the process, and the process will be in the bowl that we described 
before. It is two hundred and fifty feet away. Another area of concern was to the 
Northeast, the closest building is four hundred feet away. A lot of discussion that 
centered mostly around this particular request had to do with Glassbury Court. 
Glassbury court is somewhere between two thousand and three thousand feet away, 
and further away and that is shown on the Southwest or southernly portion of the 
property. This was prepared from orthophotographs which are photographs that have 
been corrected to take out the lens distortion, and they are available from the state. The 
county tax maps which are very light lines shown in yellow that shows the various 
parcels. The purpose is to demonstrate exactly, or hopefully it answers the questions 
that you raised the last time. 

Vincent Cestone - It does, thank you. 

Glennon Watson - You have smaller copies on your desk, and other copies were 
issued. The seconded drawing is a profile draWing that you had asked for. It is actually a 
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plan and profile drawing. What we did was we cut the slice through the mine from route 
nine about easterly through the mine to a high point to where it begins to fall back off, 
approximately seventeen hundred feet long. You can see the landscape plan has been 
brought on top of the existing topography for . We then drew two profiles which 
are shown below. A profile, as 1M sure you know, is a cut through the property so you 
can see it from a side view as opposed from a top or a plan view. We cut one through 
the entrance of the mine and between the two buildings that tend to provide some 
screening just because of their presence. The other one we cut directly up the proposed 
road so that, in my view anyway, in my judgement that would be the most exposed view 
that you would have as you pass by on Route Nine. What you see on each of these 
drawings, and I will just go through one of them, is you see the existing ground in a solid 
line, and you see the proposed ground as a dash line and the existing ground as a solid 
line. You can see the dash line at the beginning is above the proposed line where there 
would be some cut. As you go back into the property you see about six hundred and fifty 
feet into the property you will see the slope comes up and then tops and then goes over 
and thats the berm that we spoke about last month which crosses the front of the mine 
and provides some screening. We also provided for you two lines of sight. One of bare 
ground line of sight, so that if there was no planting whatsoever, how your line of sight 
from Route Nine would pass over that bare ground, and at that point you could see, 
particularly on the bottom you will see that you would catch a glimpse of some 
machinery with just the tops of the machinery when they were very close to the Route 
Nine end of the mine. As the mine falls down or gets lower or gets deeper, the line of 
sight doesn't change and that operation will be blocked from Route Nine, and you can 
see that in both profiles. Then we have a planted line of sight. Across the top of the 
berm that is in front of the vast majority, in front of all the mining is behind the road 
construction, but in front of the mining operation there is a berm that crosses across the 
whole property and it is a planted berm. It will be planted before the real mining starts, 
the activity within the mine starts. What we did was we showed those plants through the 
prome on top of the berm which adds an additional ten feet. We picked ten feet because 
thats roughly the installation size, not the mature size of the plantings. By adding that 
ten feet you can see clearly that the mining operation will be hidden. Once the roadway 
is constructed and the entry to mine is reclaimed, and that all happens before we get 
into the first phase of the actual mine. Again that was prepared in response to your 
specific request, and I hope that it dose the. 

Vincent Cestone· Yes, that was exactly what I wanted. 

Glennon Watson· I would like time at the end of the meeting to sum up a couple of 
points that I have spoken to the applicant. If I may reserve about five minutes towards 
the end, not even five minutes towards the end I would appreciate it. 

Vincent Cestone· Any questions from the board? We are gonna go with the 
comments. 

Audience Member· Can we see the map? 
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Vincent Cestone .. Sorry? 

Audience Member .. Can we see the map? The first one.The audience could not see it. 

Vincent Cestone .. Your asking to flip it back over? 

Audience member .. Yes, and give us a chance to go up and look at it. 

Vincent Cestone .. Sure. OK the first person that signed was, I think John Hersh. 

John Hersh .. Good afternoon Mr. Cestone. 1m John Hersh, and I have the privilege of 
representing Rodney Weber who is an adjacent land owner next to the Lyons proposed 
mine. Mr. Watson concluded by talking about the view from the road, but what he did 
not tell you is that there is going to be a tremendous impact on the homeowners and 
landowners who own property adjacent to the mine. Forget about ( unable to interpret, 
too much background noise) This is going to have a tremendous impact on certainly Mr. 
Weber's property. 1m going to speak very briefly, and then Mr. Weber is going to make a 
comment. Not too long, on what it is like to own property adjacent to this mine. 

Vincent Cestone .. He is next on the list. 

John Hersh .. I believe this boards mandate in determining a special permit for a major 
project is to look in part about the impact on adjacent property owners. What is this 
mine going to do to them. If it is a one year project or thirty years, this impact on their 
property is going to be incredible. Mr. Flaherty is an accessor, and he can tell you what 
is going to happen to Mr. Weber's thirty acres if this mine is approved, and it is going to 
be valueless. Mr Weber will have the privilege of paying taxes to the county and to the 
town, and he will not be able to do anything with this property. He is not going to be able 
to put a home on the property. He is not going to be able to stick a well on the property. 
He cant sell it to anyone in good faith. I ask the board in determining wether or not this 
special permit is going to be granted, that they look long and hard about what this 
overlay means, and what your mandate is from the Town Board and what you are going 
to do to protect the people who's property is next to or really close to this proposed 
mine. Mr. Weber is next. 

Vincent Cestone .. OK, Mr Weber. 

Rodney Weber .. I guess I come up to the table? 

Vincent Cestone .. Yes 

Rodney Weber .. Can I use the map? 

Vincent Cestone .. Yes, sure. 
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Rodney Weber - I just want to say something . I have been coming to 
this town for thirteen years I have always loved Cold Spring. I had property not to far 
away from Cold Spring, and I really enjoyed this village. I wanted to bring my company 
and myself to live here and call it my home. Future wife, children, and I wanted to make 
my home here. I saved my money like anybody else did for my retirement as well as to 
make my dream house, because that is what I do. I make other peoples dream houses. 
I got my money together and I bought this property. 

Vincent Cestone - Your property is where? 

Rodney Weber -I bought fifty acres to begin with. 

Vincent Cestone • Just point it out on the map. 

Rodney Weber· The acreage I bought went like this. ( indicating on the map his 
property location) My Board of Health approved lot has my house right here. From my 
house in the winter time with no leaves on the trees, I can see this part of the mine. Now 
if this mine is undercut, and if deep, I wont be able to see machinery at the top, but dust 
does come up and I don't know, I think from here to here noise will travel. I came here 
and invested my money into this property to sub divide fifty acres and perhaps maybe 
four lots and in worse case three lots. I got dwindled down to two lots from the Planning 
Board, because of environmental issues. I was dwindled down to two lots on fifty acres. 
The Planning Board actually came to my property to see it, cause they thought we don't 
want you to sub divide. They came to the lower, and this was just for two lots. So they 
came to the bottom and they came to the top and finally they said yes. It took me 
approximately around over fifty-thousand dollars on this process to get two lots. For the 
Planning Board to come to my property and check and see what I was going to do 
environmentally. I make environmentally friendly houses. My house is a Geo Thermo 
house and has less impact than anybody else's house, pretty much anybody else's 
house in the neighborhood. I use environmentally friendly products, all the above. If 
anybody knows about the environment it is me, and that is also why I love this 
community. My property right now with the, well I will go back. There was no overlay at 
that time. There was no mining district at that time, and the people that could mine at 
that time from my research. I could only do so much research as an individual. Was 
actually in the industrial areas perhaps Which that would be ok if the original 
industrial area of that property was very close to the road right here. Thats it. Thats 
all.There was no overlay. I know somebody said in the paper that all of Philipstown was 
in an overlay. Before this new zoning, none of Philipstown was in an overlay. Overlay 
only existed when they created the new zoning. They also said that we contacted all the 
individuals, my take on the paper. I believe Richard Shea said something to the fact that 
all the people in question that could have the possibility to mine were contacted. Thats 
interesting, because I just saw in the paper that Polhemus was in an article saying that 
It really surprises me that mining was ever allowed in this town because he was closed 
down twice when he had a five acre mine. That is going to be a twenty-two acre mine 
right next to my new house. I now had to sell my home because of our lovely market, 
which is ok. I had to sell my home up on the mountain because I cant afford the 
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payments. So I now have to make a home thats here and overlooks a mine. I, right after 
the new zoning had an individual who was going to buy my lot. A couple of people who 
were interested in buying my lot, and you can confirm that with Indian Brook Properties 
if you would like. A well known reputable realty company in this town. They were going 
to buy that lot that I had for sale, which would have been great. It would have reduced 
the payments on my house, and I could have lived happily ever after in my dream home 
that I built. I couldn't, so I sold my home instead, and now I am left with a lot that I cant 
do anything with. It has been on the market, so it is common sense that it is obviously 
effecting the value of my lot. No one has even come to see my lot, yes the market is not 
good right now, but a lot of people were seeing my lot before the new zoning, because 
they liked the lot. I did something special with it, and now it is worthless. It is funny, 
because when I first started this initial process I went down. Jerry Albanese said that I 
have to talk to Badey and Watson because they will give us information on the land and 
the outlook on the land. I asked him if there would be anything in the area that would 
effect this property, and he said no. He said I will be able to work with you, perhaps we 
can get four lots good chance to get three.Yet, for the last six years he has been 
working on this mining project. Now I don't know man, if somebody was to ask me this, I 
would say to them yes, I am working on this mining project just so you know. Perhaps 
you don't want to buy this property, and the person selling this property Elison is also 
involved in this mining project. Now I knew there was something in the deed 
representing mining project thats what we were doing with the closing and this sort of 
thing. So, I did my due diligence and I went down to Town Hall and I said is there 
anything about mining, and I asked Tom Monroe and interestingly enough, Tom Monroe 
being the building inspector would know something about some sort of mining in this 
town at that time. He did not know a thing. Wasn't even in town record, nothing.So now 
when this new zoning came out I went back to Badey and Watson and sat behind the 
desk with Mr. Watson and I told him 1m really stuck with my property right now. You 
could have told me. It wont effect your property, and I said no it will effect my property, 
this is what happened to me. Well, he said you should have done your due diligence. 
My due diligence. I hired Mr. Watson for two hours prior to buying this lot. So, when I 
read in the minutes and I see on youtube and Mr. Watson says that he is reputable and 
he is not bias on this project, I have a very hard time with that. I don't know it is very 
easy to see I think. I do think its our responsibility, I cant do this on my own, but I do 
believe its our responsibility to get some engineers of our own to double check this 
mans work, because I don't trust him anymore. So I don't know how the board can trust 
him. Despite all that, right now I see all the red dots. My house does not exist. My 
building lot, my Board of Health approval is not one of these dots. These three dots is 
Elisons land, and Elison rents out these three houses and she collects money. In 
Elisons contract, which everybody told me there is no mining in Philipstown cause in the 
nineties everyone was against mining. Again, they closed down a mine twice, and that 
mine was five acres. We all know that it was Glassbury Court whatever, but that was 
five acre mining and this is twenty-two acres.This is deeper and a lot more yards 
proposed coming out of there. I got to wait thirty years for them to start here and 
gradually go towards me, and I gotta hear that noise for the next thirty years as it gets 
closer knowing that I lost my money on this.1 don't want to live there. I didn't buy that. I 
bought to live in the dream town that I saw when I came to Cold Spring. I had sixty 
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acres of secluded property where I could make homes for a couple of people that I 
enjoy to work for, and myself so I could live here and not bounce from house to house. 
So. I would like my red dot put on there. These three red dots owned by Elison and she 
collects rent on those properties and she gets money for every yard that comes out of 
that mine. She is not going to complain. She is supposedly the closest one, well no a 
couple of these poor people are. And that other person that lives down there, you 
should see their house, nice little secluded house. They don't have money for this. nice 
daughter, thats it. 1m having a real hard, You can tell its hard for me to let this one sit. 1m 
probably one of the ones most effected by all of this. I felt like I was lied to. I was lied to, 
because if indeed they were working with the town. If they were working with this 
government to propose this mine at least it should be somewhere where we can see it. 
So that perhaps I could see it before I bought my property. There are a lot of people in 
here that didn't even know that mine was going to exist. So if the papers, truly and all 
the right avenues were taken to advertise, I didn't even see them. 

Vincent Cestone· You didn't go to any of the public hearings on the zoning code? 

Rodney Weber· I went to the Zoning Code meetings. That is funny, I was here for 
zoning and I had Richard Shea standing in your position, and I came up and the map 
was sitting right over here. On that map it had a pink area, need to look at that new 
zoning map, and by the way that old zoning map there is no mining on that old zoning 
map. Nothing, zero, nothing, no overlay nothing, it did not exist in this town. That new 
map comes out a year ago, and on that map I'm looking at the map and I ask them. 
There is a pink and a yellow area which one is called commercial and one is called 
mining. I said what is that pink area. Quote unquote from Richard Shea, there is no pink 
area on the map. If that was so well advertised in the index it said mining district 
overlay. If that was so well advertised how come Richard Shea himself did not that that 
pink area, that index in pink existed on the map. I picked up the map, I turned it around, 
all the members turned around.They took a look at the map, took their glasses off and 
pretended they never saw it and said, oh we will take a look into that. 

Vincent Cestone· 1m gonna ask you to wind it up, because there is other people that 
want to speak. 

Rodney Weber· sorry for taking your time. 

Vincent Cestone . NO,no it is alright. 

Rodney Weber· I apologize, but 

Vincent Cestone· It is fine. 

Rodney Weber· No disrespect, but I am going to leave with my lawyer so I can give 
the other people a chance that are standing outside that are not allowed to come in this 
evening to take my place. 
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Vincent Cestone - Thank you for that. 

Rodney Weber - I appreciate your time. 

Vincent Cestone - Diana Hird, you wish to speak? 

Diana Hird - Diana Hird . H-I-R-D . I live on Horton Road in Cold Spring. I also will be 
effected by the site, but what I am going to do today is make the point that under current 
New York State law the mining overlay is illegal, Because mining is a land use different 
from that of the surrounding area. Particularly, I refer to the residential area on the 
Northern, Eastern and Southern borders of the mine. Under current New York State 
Case Law the only way that this mining overlay could be legal, is if it met two criteria. 
One if it was calculated to benefit the general welfare of the community and two if it was 
part of a comprehensive plan. It meets neither criteria. Let me address the first criteria. 
It is not calculated to benefit the general welfare of the community. Three points on this. 
First there is no shortage of gravel and there is need for a source of gravel in the 
Philipstown Community. Second, there would be no reduction in transportation 
emissions as claimed by Lyons engineer, because currently the gravel is mostly coming 
from Fishkill which is nearby. The mining will increase fuel emissions by __, and if we 
are going to be transporting mined soil from Philipstown to other communities we are 
going to be increasing trucking emissions. So not only is there not a decrease in 
emissions, there is an increase in emissions. Second, there is no evidence of a 
noticeable increase tax revenue base from mining. Especially, if you take into account 
the decrease in tax revenue from lowered property values. Third, there is no evidence of 
any significant increase in employment based within the community. So, there is no 
benefit to the community. The mining district failed the first criteria and it is illegal. It fails 
the second criteria too. This mine is not consistent with a comprehensive plan. This 
mine is. The overriding theme of the comprehensive re-zoning is the preservation of 
natural resources. This mine is blatantly contrary to that theme. Just to conclude, I 
understand that the Lyons family has a lot of property in the town, and the 
comprehensive zoning plan severely restricted the use of their land, and that the town 
could easily feel for their plight, and want to do something nice for them. Personal 
reasons are impermissible under the law as justifications for spot zone. This situation 
here with this proposed mine is precisely the kind of case that the case law sought to 
avoid. This mining zone would never ever hold up in a court of law. Thank you. 

Vincent Cestone - Next on the list is Stan Lovenworth. 

Stanton Lovenworth - Can I ask that Mr. Butensky go first, and I will go after him? 

Vincent Cestone - Sure. 

Richard Butensky - How do you know I want to go? 

Stanton Lovenworth - I had an idea. 
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Richard Butensky - The first thing I have is. 1m Richard Butensky I live on East 
Mountain Road South, and I will be very adversely effected. I live above the mine where 
the mine will be now. The Lyons property comes right up to the road across from me 
and when they were logging down there in preparation for this, and setting lip logging 
roads I heard everything they did, and that equipment that they were using is quite a bit 
less noisy. 1m sorry if I have my back to you, but I have to face somebody. My first little 
thing here, is their EAF thing which is the Environmental Assessment Form. Just to 
note, one of the things I know that the town is relying on is the DEC to look out for our 
interest, and they are suppose to be shepherding this through and making sure that we 
are covered properly, but they actually not. Unless we give a push back against them, 
as a matter of fact Whitehead who handled this thing actually has said that he 
got no push back from the town. The town did not show any concerns specifically to 
him, to make him be particularly extra thorough on this. One of the things that I see here 
is in the EAF statement there is prepared by the project sponsor, and as you can see 
there are check marks here done on their computer program where they checked them 
off . So then that is part one. Part two is suppose to be filled out, its the responsibility of 
the lead agency, and by law they are suppose to 'filling this part out. These are a bunch 
of boxes that are at their discretion. 

Vincent Cestone - You know that you are stating the obvious. 

Richard Butensky - OK, I don't know what you know or don't know. 

Vincent Cestone - Weill do know,this is a standard form. 

Richard Butensky - Its a standard form the applicants not suppose to check off. 

Vincent Cestone - No, that is their proposed, and what they do is they make these 
proposals, then the lead agency says yes or no. 

Richard Butensky - The lead agency did not. So your saying they filled this out 
(Unable to Interpret, because Mr. Cestone and Mr. Butensky are speaking over 
one another) 

Richard Butensky - The lead agency gave this back. This is their approved, so the lead 
agency. Their suppose to analyze this, so they just went along with everything they did 
not check it off themselves. 

Vincent Cestone - You don't know that. 

Richard Butensky - Well I do know it, this was filled out by you the applicant correct? 
The EAF you filled it out? 

Glennon Watson - If I filled it out, it would have said suggested on the top. 

Richard Butensky - Well it doesn't say it on here. 
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Glennon Watson· Well then it is not mine.
 

Richard Butensky· It was filled out by the applicant. The DEC its clear this is__
 

Vincent Cestone· You are making an assumption, and thats not the way that it
 
normally works. In my experience, I have been doing this for sixteen years. That is not 
normally how it works. 

Richard Butensky • So anyways I have a few questions.
 

Robert Dee • Excuse me, can I just ask you to stand in front of the mic and speak to
 
me, because 1m having a hard time hearing you going that way.
 

Richard Butensky· 1m Sorry, I don't know who to speak to.
 

Robert Dee • Speak to us.
 

Richard Butensky - 1m trying address you both.
 

Robert Dee· Right.
 

Richard Butensky • Now what I would like to know.
 

Vincent Cestone· Address the board here please
 

Richard Butensky • 1m sorry, but can I ask the applicant the question.
 

Vincent Cestone· You can ask us, and we can.
 

Richard Butensky· OK, thank you. 1m sorry, my first rodeo here. Thru out the
 
application it says processing. There is processing written thru-out the application, but 
nowhere in the application does it define what processing is. It doesn't define 
processing.So what I would like to know, if you wouldn't mind is to ask the applicant 
what is. Does it mean rock crushing, dose it mean washing of material, dose it mean, 
well thats my point. So, if you would not mind asking the applicant. 

ZBA Council· Mr. Chairman.
 

Vincent Cestone· Well finish your presentation, and I will ask all of them.
 

Richard Butensky· Well that is one thing I would like to know. Now the other thing that
 
I would like to know. You heard the presentation before mine, and I guess I would like to 
know, is to me I can only see spot zoning here. I would like to know how it is not spot 
zoning.1 cant find anything that says how it isn't spot zoning. Even the one thing that 
would have helped it a little bit, was if it was in the comprehensive plan. That would 
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have helped it a little. Its not even in the comprehensive plan. So, there is nothing that is 
not spot zoning about this. it reeks of spot zoning, and that is illegal. So, right then and 
there thats another problem. I would like my question is, how is it not, and I would like 
you to explain to me. 

Vincent Cestone • The Zoning Board dose not create the zoning code. The Zoning 
Board enforces the zoning code.The zoning code is developed by the town, and is 
handed to us. We have very little input into the actual zoning. 

Richard Butensky • I understand that.
 

Audience Members· We cant hear you.
 

Richard Butensky - They don't have a microphone.
 

Audience Member· They don't have an amplifier.
 

Vincent Cestone • That is for the TV. It is on TV.
 

Audience Member· We want to hear what your saying.
 

Vincent Cestone • 1m Sorry.
 

Audience Member· Speak up. Like you asked him to speak up, you should speak up.
 

Richard Butensky· OK, I realize that you don't handle zoning, but my question is, my
 
point is. If it is illegal in its base and it is done wrong and its improper in its base. You
 
have the obligation to turn it down. You don't have to dictate, if there is something illegal
 
about the application, if it is done improperly you have the obligation to turn it down.
 

Vincent Cestone • Well, its not determined if it is illegal. Your making statements that I
 
cant make Judgement, like ( Speaking over each other)
 

Richard Butensky • Well your attorney.
 

ZBA Council· I can address this. The question that you had is wether or not it is spot
 
zoning, and then as a to that if, its spot zoning then the board has an obligation
 
to turn it down.
 

Richard Butensky· That is what 1m saying.
 

ZBA Council· First of all, spot zoning is a question of wether or not the Town Board
 
properly adopted zoning for this in the first place. Thats not something that this board
 
can answer or go into at all.
 

Vincent Cestone· Thats Correct.
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lBA Council - So, as the chairman had said, this board has to deal with the zoning 
code that is in front of it. Not as the zoning code as you think it should be, or anyone 
else thinks it should be. It s the code that this board has to apply to this particular 
application. Wether you think it is spot zoning or not, is not something that can drive this 
boards decision. 

Richard Butensky - But they are a partially judicial body, correct? 

lBA Council - They have__ 

Richard Butensky - They do act as a judicial body, and somebody can prove to them 
that it is spot zoning, then they have the right to say, this is a bad application this dose 
not belong before us, because this is spot zoning.lf that can be proven to them. 

lBA Council - My opinion as the attorney is, that they do not. What they have before 
them is the zoning code that sets forth the procedure and the standards that they have 
to apply to this application. Right now they are in the middle of a public hearing, taking 
public comments regarding concerns, regarding impacts associated with this mine. 

Richard Butensky - I don't think that 1m going to convince them that there is spot 
zoning right now. I am not trying to do that, but I believe that if there is submitted 
information that can make a compelling case. I believe they can act based on that. I 
don't think they can act based on what I am saying right here without any 
documentation. 

lBA Council- That is where you and I differ. 

Richard Butensky - OK, well then we will leave it at that. The other thing is last time I 
was here I said who is looking out for us. The applicant has its engineer who put 
together its engineering report, and you said we have our engineer. Who is our 
engineer? 

Ron Gainer - Right here. Ron Gainer. 

Richard Butensky - So I would like to ask you. How much time have you spent 
analyzing. 

Vincent Cestone - 1m sorry, address here please. 

Richard Butensky - My Apologies. What I would like to ask you to ask the engineer. 

Vincent Cestone - We do not cross examine the engineer. 

Richard Butensky - 1m not asking you to cross examine the engineer, but what I do 
want to know is. You said that the engineer is looking out for our interest, and can 
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analyze this thing. So I would like to know how much time has the engineer spent 
analyzing this application. 

Vincent Cestone - 1m not prepared to answer that question, and I think it is 
inappropriate. 

Richard Butensky • You cant ask the engineer that? 

Vincent Cestone· No, 1m not going to. I think it is inappropriate, so make your point. 

Richard Butensky - The other thing I would want to know is, if you would let him 
answer it, is what would be his qualifications even if he did spend time would he be 
qualified to analyze this. What I was trying to say at the last meeting is that we need 
somebody looking out for us. There are towns that have the applicant pay and board 
then directs the engineering rather than the applicant. There are towns that do that. I 
believe Sherman Connecticut dose it . We can do that sort of thing, we can direct. In 
this case we did not do that, but we certainly should have someone looking out for our 
interest. We cant just rely on the applicants engineer and the DEC. 

Vincent Cestone - Our engineer is paid by the town. This engineer has no affiliation 
with the applicant. He is paid by us. 

Richard Butensky· I did not say he did. I did not say that. What I am saying is that our 
engineer may not be. 

Vincent Cestone - We are not going to debate that. 

Richard Butensky - 1m saying that we should have. 

Vincent Cestone - 1m not going to go into something like that. Make your 
point, then let someone else speak. 

Richard Butensky • OK, absolutely. I also want to say that the engineer made a point 
in this application of saying that. I don't know if it was this time or the hearing before that 
last year, but they made a point of saying that they are using state of the art equipment 
that is quieter and everything else like that. I had the opportunity along with Russ Cusick 
back there to visit the Westhook mine. We actually filmed it, and I would be happy to 
show you the film of the operations of the Westhook mine, and the sound, and they 
were mining gravel with the same sort of equipment that these people will be using.We 
went and it was incredibly loud. I would say almost deafening. We went after we 
observed that from above, we went down to, by the way from a point above the mine 
which would be similar to where my house would be. It was very disturbing to me. Then 
we went down to the mine, and we went into the mine, and we went to the mining 
manager. He was a nice guy, a great guy, and was very forth coming. One of the things 
he said was, he was very excited, he loved his job. He said we have state of the art 
equipment here. we have all the best stuff. You can feel how quiet it is in here, isn't it 
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quiet in here. Of course he was half deaf from being around this stuff. He was very 
proud of his equipment. He was very proud that it was state of the art, and it was quiet. 
Believe me, non of us would consider living next to this thing. 

Vincent Cestane • So, what is your point. 

Richard Butensky • My point is that when their saying that this is not going to be 
particularly loud, and the the noise is down because of state of the art equipment. I 
witnessed state of the art equipment. I can show you a video of state of the art 
equipment, and you will hear and see that it is not quiet.That~s my point. 

Vincent Cestane • OK 

Richard Butensky· My other question iS,what are they going to be filling the hole with? 
What goes into the hole? They are making a hole. Why cant they fill it up all the way? 
Also, my other question is. They have done noise test, but once they start exposing 
ledge, as they will, cause I believe they fill in some of the hole by pulling out materials 
from behind where the mine is. Once they start exposing ledge, wont that change the 
noise profile? I know once they exposed the ledge in a mine that they operated across 
the road, a smaller mine, then the noise that they were creating up into 
Fahenstock Park. I believe that it will, and I would ask them if they don't agree. My other 
question is, why does this not go, this is, it seems from my reading of the local law, that 
this should be the CAC. The Conservation Commission. Why is this not being put 
before the CAC? I would like to know that. I would also like to know, if this is the only 
spot mining district in town, is there anything to stop others. If we had outlawed mining 
altogether we would have very strong legs to stand on. I Believe, because we have 
allowed this one mine we are leaving the door open for other people to ask for equal 
treatment. 

Vincent Cestane • In my experience, it is the opposite. If you have no mining district, 
then the whole town is eligible for mining district. If you have a mining district, it is the 
opposite. 

Richard Butensky . Actually when we redid the new zoning we had the right to have no 
mining district at all. Towns are allowed not to have a mining district. Yes, if you don't set 
it up properly, and if you don't construct it properly in the re-zoning, I understand what 
your saying and there has been problems where we did not do it properly before. 

Vincent Cestane· So finish your point so I can move on. 

Richard Butensky . OK. My other point is, the point I made last week is that, is that 
the, that there is, We will be powerless to enforce any of the conditions of the laws. We 
will be dependent on the DEC. If we look all around us we see DEC regulated mines, 
and we know what those look like. We know what those act like. I would be happy to 
take you all on a field trip to the Westhook Mine to see what a DEC regulated mine 
looks like and sounds like. I think it is the very least you can do if you are going to put 
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this mine in my front yard. I think enforcement is an issue. I think they will have all the 
money. We wont have any to enforce. They will be able to fight us with their materials. 
With the money they will gain with their materials we will have nothing to fight back with. 
Or, we will bankrupt the town fighting if we had to. Again I will also say, this mine could 
be sold many times over in the next thirty years.We don't know who will be operating 
this mine for the next thirty years. We only know who is going to operating it 
immediately, perhaps if it is approved, but not far after that. I guess lastly is, Its a local 
source, but we have a local source. The Westhook Mine is only four minutes from the 
border of Philipstown. That is our local source. It is the same stuff that they are pulling 
out of there. Exactly the same. No difference. As a matter of fact they offer more 
materials than this town will be able to. I thank you for your patience, and I really would 
like to know about the crushing of rock, and if they will be allowed to do that, and some 
other things that I asked, which if you remember them, you could ask them for me. 
Thank you. 

Vincent Cestone - Glen, what can you tell us about the processing? From what I 
understand the soil mine is basically you take the stuff out, you screen it, then you truck 
it away as opposed to crushing it. 

Glennon Watson - The operation involved is the extraction of unconsolidated materials, 
sand and gravel. It does not involve the extraction of any rock. It is not a quarry. It 
involves then the screening of the material, which sorts and grades the material. Part of 
that process if there is a by product where you get cobbles of various sizes. The smaller 
ones on occasion a portable crusher will be brought in, and they will be processed, and 
then taken out. The crushing is not an ongoing operation. It is when the stock of it gets 
big, and its worthwhile to bring a crusher in for a day. No washing. 

Vincent Cestone - When you reclaim the site, you just bring soil in? 

Glennon Watson - If there is top soil it will be stockpiled and saved to be re-spread. 
The hole will not be filled up. There is no intention to fill up the hole. Material will not be 
taken from another place and brought in to fill up the hole. Restoration involves 
spreading topsoil, trees, seeding and planting the restored areas. That will be a 
progression through the process. That will occur on an ongoing basis. 

Richard Butensky - So, I just want to be clear. Will washing and crushing be prohibited 
there? 

Vincent Cestone - No, crushing is going to be, what he said is crushing is going to be, 
and they have no plans on washing. 

Richard Butensky - I thought crushing was illegal in Philipstown. 

Vincent Cestone - 1m not prepared to answer that. 
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Glennon Watson - We would be willing to take a condition that there would be no 
washing gravel on the site. 

Vincent Cestone - OK. Next to speak, sir. 

Stanton Lovenworth - Stan Lovenworth, thats L-O-V-E-N-W-O-R-T-H. I live on High 
road, that is off of Esselborne, a little bit outside that red line there. I am particularly 
concerned about the noise impact. In my view, I would like you to ask Mr. Watson some 
questions on this. The DEC or the sponsors, excuse me, assessment was inadequate in 
a few ways. The loudest noise to come from this mine are the backing of the trucks and 
beeping. I don't believe that they tested what that sounds like at various places, and I 
will point out that States guidelines on how to asses that. They say, factors to consider 
in determining the impact of noise on humans are as follows. Sharp and startling noise. 
These higl, frequency and high intensity noises can be extremely annoying. Initially 
evaluating the effect of noise from an operation, pay particular attention to the noises 
that can be particularly annoying. One such noise is the back up beeper that is required 
to be used on machinery. They defiantly catch ones attention, as they were meant to. I 
may be wrong, but I don't think any of that was tested at the site. The other thing that i 
would like to point out is, and Richard alluded to this. Putting sensors just outside a 
given area, in this kind of topography doesn't make a whole lot of sense. Valley creates 
an echo. For this to be really meaningful for the people who live there, if were going to 
hear these noises (unable to Interpret because of coughing) People who live up on 
East Mountain Road South say they could hear the beeping from the other mine that the 
Lyons ran, and that is further away. That is very,very disturbing.This is the kind of impact 
that effects many many more people, and it is terrible to have to look at this, and I am 
glad that I don't have to, but I and my neighbors and people further away risk having to 
hear beeping all day long. That is my first point. The other thing I wanted to ask, and this 
is something that 1m a little confused about. I understand that this is a thirty year project, 
but the permit is for five years right? 

Vincent Cestone - The way it works, he gets a permit for the site, and there is 
requirements for the permit that the DEC is proposing. They can't mine more than five 
acres of land at a time, before they proceed to the next cell I guess you could say for 
lack of a better term. They have to reclaim that, so it is going to be a process. 

Stanton Lovenworth - I understand that, but the town zoning law, which was just 
enacted, says quite clearly, the Zoning Board of Appeals may approve the application 
for special use permits and site plan, and issue a local mining permit under this article 
for a limited period of time not exceeding five years. Then it goes on and says there are 
conditions. 

ZBA Council- If I may Mr. Chairman. 

Stanton Lovenworth - It is quite clear. 

ZBA Council- I can explain. 
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Stanton Lovenworth . Well you may be able to explain what you think it means, but the 
words say is that t is five years, and it seems to me that picking off of that, if this is 
approved, which I sincerely hope that it is not. One of the conditions should be a re
examination in five years. That will one give the Town a chance to see wether this has 
been a disaster that some of us think it is going to be. Second of all, will keep the 
operators, the Lyons brothers or somebody they might sell it to on their toes, because 
they will be watched very carefully. They will know that the re-assessment is coming up 
in five years. 

Vincent Cestone . Valid Point 

Stanton Lovenworth· Thank you. Am I right about the noise not being tested? 

Vincent Cestone· The noise levels have been tested, and they are available for your 
review down in the building department. 

Stanton Lovenworth • Not trucks backing up. 

Vincent Cestone • You would have to look at it. 

(not able to interpret, because Mr. Cestone and Mr. Lovenworth are speaking over one 
another) 

Stanton Leavenworth· Your role is protecting the town. 

Vincent Cestone· Right. 

Stanton Lovenworth • You would make sure that appropriate testing was done. Just 
because the DEC, which doesn't know the area said that was ok, I dot think that should 
be sufficient for the people here. Thank you very much for your time. 

Vincent Cestone . Your Welcome. The next person on the list is, Hadrien Coumans. 

Hadrlen Coumans • My name is Adrian Cumins. I live on East Mountain Road North, 
175, the last house going out before the reservoir. I have been there since 
2005. I can tell you that my family, my wife and son that we feel every single one of the 
aftershocks from the explosions of dynamite from the current mine. It has been 
interesting raising a kid under those conditions when your house shakes unexpectedly. 
Now he is use to it. 

Vincent Cestone· You know that the only ledge that is going to be cut is from the 
road? There is going to be no dynamite used. Am I correct in that? 

Glennon Watson· Thats correct. 
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Hadrlen Coumans - So no dynamite? In the thirty years no dynamite? 

Vincent Cestone - Correct. 

Hadrien Coumans - OK, well that is good news. I urge that we as a community stand to 
protect what this town stands for.At the very least the way that people perceive this town 
and what it provides. We need a place that can prosper, a community that is going 
forward and not backwards. In the since in what progress is this is a step backwards. 
Thank you. 

Vincent Cestone - Your welcome. Next person to speak is Ron Soodalter. 

Ron Soodalter - 1m going to hold my question for now, Thank you. 

Vincent Cestone - Next person is Tom Bardes. Am I correct with that? 

Tony Bardes- It is Tony Bardes. 

Vincent Cestone - 1m sorry. Tony. 

Tony Bardes - A couple of things. First of all the zoning was a thing that took like nine 
years to do. I know that there was a ton of input and meetings that were held about this. 

Vincent Cestone - There was. 

Tony Bardes- I believe that end document of the zoning was a good thing. Everybody 
was in agreement with it at that time, and I sat in this room and there was applause and 
everything at that time. I surge you guys to follow the zoning. The second thing is, I 
have known the Lyons family for a long time, and I have been involved with a lot of their 
projects and have been around their projects, and they have always operated with 
integrity and done everything they were suppose to do. The same thing with Mr. 
Watson. If anyone can come up with something wrong, it would be nice to hear that. I 
will be quick about it, and the next thing is the DEC, and the DEC is doing a wonderful 
job with protecting the environment and doing everything else. They will be seeing what 
is going on here, and I don't think that they are going to turn around and leave 
something that is half done. I believe that they will take care of it. That is alii have to 
say. 

Vincent Cestone - Thank you. 

Tony Bardes - No applause on that. 

Vincent Cestone - Next person is Russ Cusick. 

Russ Cusick - Russ Cusik, 541 East Mountain Road North, Cold Spring, 10516. My 
biggest concern about this is is the possible implications of having a soil mine in such 
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close proximity to the clove creek __ and clove creek itself. I remember last august 
during Hurricane Irene, if anybody drove north on Route Nine up towards the Putnam 
Dutchess border, the runoff from East Mountain all along Route 9 was literally like 
Niagara Falls. 

Vincent Cestone • Yes 

Russ Cusick· It was outrageous. So, going in and clear cutting, even if it is five acres 
at a time is just going to make that even worse when we have high precipitation. I want 
to read from the Philipstown Comprehensive Plan. This is chapter one, page five. It is 
called Geography Assessing, only two paragraphs. For many reasons it can be said that 
for Philipstown geography, is destiny. From its strategic location on the Hudson River at 
the hub of the Hudson Highland region. Philipstown gets its most valuable asset, its 
scenic beauty. This asset also brings with it a challenging terrain for development.The 
towns setting of unparalleled beauty, and its feeling of isolation from the congestion of 
the New York metropolis are its greatest economic attractions. This is apparent to 
travelers driving up Route 9 from Westchester to Dutchess County. Mixed development 
along the four lane highway from Westchester gives way to the two lanes through the 
rugged terrain in Garrison, and small scale commerce in North Highlands before the 
road widens again to six lanes to serve mega shopping complexes in Fishlike. This 
pattern which is absolutely no accident is mirrored by the Hudson River, which is a wide 
river to the north and south.lt is narrow and deep here. The Hudson Highlands are part 
of the Appalachian Chain which runs east and west through the region in a ban ten to 
fifteen miles wide. The entire length of Philipstown, the North Highlands section of 
Route nine, is in the clove creek valley formed by geologic forces that also deposited 
sand and gravel. Mining of these deposits and the associated industries has had a 
major impact on the character of this section of Route nine. Thats all. Thank you for 
your time. 

Vincent Cestone· Next person is Eugene White. 

Eugene White· My name is Eugene White, 12 Yesterday Drive. For me the harder 
decisions is about the impact of a large scale industrial project in the middle of a 
residential area. This is a dirty large scale industrial project, and by that I mean that 
noise and are simply by products of that industrial operation. Now, It would be 
one thing if there was disagreements about either of these two components, but that is 
not the case.The last meeting Mr. Watson representing the developers stated, and it is 
recorded on page twenty-one of the minutes of that public hearing. Mr.Watson said that 
the property Ultimately, quote, might be developed residentially, because that is what it 
is zoned for. Mr. Watson is saying that the property is zoned residentially. So, there is no 
dispute about the inherent nature of the property, and furthermore there has never been 
any dispute about this project generating noise, dirt, traffic, and possible pollution. Now 
there are those who believe that you can litigate any problems that might ultimately 
surface, a little after the fact and certainly with no guarantees. Do you remember Mr. 
Watson, and Mr. Cestone you had questioned him, about sound abatement. On page 
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twenty-two of the minutes saying, Mr. Watson saying now, if your approval would require 
an annual monitoring of that or monitoring of that during a specific operation, we would 
have no objection to that, and we would be happy to come back and revisit that issue. 
He continues with a report that indicates that the impact is there, we would be reluctant 
to spend the money while we don't believe there is not going to be an impact. That is 
what he said. With this statement made, that if the Zoning Board issued an approval 
subject to certain conditions that the developer would comply only if he felt that the 
expenditure was warranted. That dose not exactly inspire confidence. Who is in charge 
here? 1m troubled that the developer may think that he is, and that just scares the heck 
out of me. What communities everywhere learned over many painful years that the 
introduction of heavy industrial development in residential areas, and you know the 
answer to that as well as I do. It leads to deterioration of that residential area. It may 
slow, it may be gradual, but its grinding, and it happens. You cant approve this project 
without condemning this entire residential area and its hundreds of people to a future 
that is all to easy to imagine. Once the project is approved, there is no going back. This 
is not a limited impact project. I mean no disrespect to the people who were heard 
earlier in the evening. This is not the equivalent of a fence height, or the placement of a 
road sign. It is one thing to build a residential community like Glassbury Court in a 
former industrial site, now that certainly provides benefit to everyone. It is quite another 
to interject an operating, highly impact industrial project in a firmly established 
residential area. 1m not willing to except the risk that come with this kind of project, and I 
certainly hope that you are not either. Please reject this application. 

Vincent Cestone - Mr. Toshi Yano 

Toshi Yano - I just want to say 

Vincent Cestone - You didn't introduce yourself. 

Toshi Yano - 1m sorry, my name is Toshi Yano, and I live on Horton Road. Right here. 
My wife and my two year old daughter . We are immensely concerned 
about the environmental impact, and I would just say that there are also other young 
children on that road. I think on the side of caution and limitations. You said 
something about five year limitation is what I would support at all cost. The traffic on 
Route Nine turning off from Horton Road to go into town or in the village can already 
take five minutes sometimes to get off of Horton Road. I can only imagine that when 
there are trucks coming off going south, and also going north, they are going to slow 
down traffic, and maybe double that, especially if they are going to start at seven in the 
morning, which is what I understand they are asking for. That is rush hour. Just the little 
things start to add up. Dust in the air, the sound, property values going down, all these 
little things build up, and they start to drive people a little bit mad after a while, and not 
angry, but also it pushes on our mental health. I would just ask that all five of you, your 
all residents of Philipstown, imagine that you live that close to something. 

Lenny Lim - Yes, I do I live on Horton Road. 
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Toshi Yano - You can understand then how infuriating that can be. 

Lenny Lim - I lived twenty years with that other mine that is Glassbury Court. 

Toshl Yano - 1m sure your happy that its Glassbury Court, and not a mine now. 

Lenny Lim - It took twenty years to get there though. 

Toshl Yano - Well that thirty plus another twenty. I would like to retire there if I can, and 
not retire there as an insane person. I guess my only point is, there are families 
___ that live the real impact on our physical and mental health, and we 
would just like you to consider us. Give us as much as you give the Lyons. 
Thank you. 

Vincent Cestone - Frederick Turner. 

Frederick Turner - Thank you Mr. Chairman. Frederick Turner, attorney for Richard 
Butensky and concerned residents of the area who retained me as their attorney in 
Terrytown, New York with Turner and Turner.Today I submitted a letter, and I apologize 
for the late submittal. Do you all have a copy? 

Vincent Cestone - Yes, we got it. 

Frederick Turner - Should I hand it out? 

Tina Landolfi - They have them. 

Frederick Turner - Again I apologize for the late submittal, but I was only retained 
Friday. 

Vincent Cestone - Ok 

Frederick Turner - I wont ask you to jUdge the merits of spot zoning, but I will ask you 
to just as the former speaker did to apply the code as it is written. Under the code as it 
is written, this application doesn't measure up, and not to be approved. My letter 
outlines many of the issues that jump out in reviewing the application, and I say I was 
retained Friday. 1m sure that there are many more issues here. Just to summarize the 
proposal the applicant seeks to conduct surface mining on thirty-two acres approximate 
to clove creek. A classified trout spawning stream .A mine that will operate six days a 
week, and will require a construction of a well for dust control, installation of an outflow 
discharge to clove creek and is located adjacent to a New York State regulated 
wetland. It is designated on your local zoning as a open space conservation overlay 
district. Surface mining is of course one of the most destructive environmental practices 
known. It is a necessary evil, it is very to all the environmental regulations, all 
of the environmental impacts that we try to regulate, noise, air, water, vibration, traffic, 
all of them are impacted by this. I was struck by the previous speakers comments about 
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noise effecting your mental health. Indeed noise is one of the most and 
annoying pollutants known. You will find in the DEC guidelines, that DEC does not 
regulate noise. There is no standards for any of this in DEC. Noise is regulated by 
federal law or by local government. I believe in your town code there are no noise 
specific regulations. If the permit is issued it should be very strict regulations regulating 
noise. The fact that Clove Creek is classified as a trout spawning creek is very very 
significant. 1m not a fisherman. The last time I fished was with a plastic fishing pole as a 
boy. In the environmental community, what trout spawning means is that this creek is 
not dead. This creek has life. Its vile oxygen demand can support life. One of the surest 
ways to kill a stream is turbidity and sediment runoff. 

Vincent Cestone - Did you see the water treatment plan that were submitted by the 
applicant? Have you had a chance to review those? 

Frederick Turner - I did, I have seen more comprehensive drainage reports and storm 
water pollution prevention plans in a two lot subdivision. 1m sure Mr. Watson has 
prepared more detailed.! would like to ask if this is the most recent copy, because i was 
only introduced to this case so recently, dated August 10,2007? 

Vincent Cestone - No, there is something much newer. 

Frederick Turner - On storm water, water management? 

Glennon Watson - I will have to check the dates, but I am sure there is more than that. 

Frederick Turner - Water management here is a crucial issue, not only Clove Creek but 
you also have the Fishkill auqafill recharge area, and it is half a mile away, and it is 
adjacent to a regulated wetland. Most important of all is the amount of well water in this 
area. I don't know, in the EAF that Mr. Butensky was holding up earlier the applicant 
does not disclose how much well water will be drawn from this project. That is a huge 
omission, unless that to is if I don't have the most recent EAF. 

Vincent Cestone - File is available at your convenience. You will have to contact the 
clerk downstairs. 

Frederick Turner - That is a huge issue for the residence of the area. How much water 
will be used is not disclosed in the EAF, that is a major omission. I know that DEC has 
assumed lead agency status, and there is some momentum behind that, but other than 
the mining land law that is a flaw, those are minimum requirements. New York 
State is a state, part of our legacy, our colonial past, and these decisions 
about land use and are left to the localities to regulate and measure. I 
would say that under your local zoning code this application falls short. First of all, the 
code requires the application comply with best management practices. Since the storm 
water pollution prevention plan was presented, unless you have updated this, there is a 
new multi sector storm water pollution prevention permit issued for industrial 
discharges, which is what this would fall under. That is effective March 28,2012. So, 
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unless there is a new storm water prevention plan since March 28, 2012, whatever the 
applicant has submitted is not compliant. I will have to get the storm water pollution 
prevention plan to really analyze it, and I would ask that the record be held open to give 
me a little time. 

Vincent Cestane· That is the plan, we are not planning to close this at least till the 
DEC finishes the process, and that is quite a time away. 

Frederick Turner· I put out several issues in my letter, and I wont repeat all of them to 
you.1 would say that on air pollution this is a huge issue for us in this area, although we 
are still in Philipstown, the New York Metropolitan air district under the Clean AirAct, its 
a non attainment area, meaning our air any day of the week doesn't meet minimum 
clean air standards. People with respiratory problems having the added dust that this 
would generate can on a smog alert day can be very, very serious condition, and dust 
control is a major issue, and I think, and I would urge you to investigate an operations 
manual. I also represent cemeteries and solid waste facilities which typically require an 
operations manual, about what happens when it doesn't work. The manual should 
clearly say all operations stop once dust control starts to . Thats what 
specificities can only be obtained really by an operations manual. The SEQRA 
compliance is, I think is an open issue, not only is there an omission about how much 
water will be drawn from the private well, but since the SEQRA form was filled out you 
adopted the open space overlay, and also the industrial permit for storm water 
regulation has been superseded with a new permit effective March 28. Both of those 
facts would lend themselves to this board, if so motivated, asking DEC to reopen the 
SEQRA review process, and look at the environmental impacts more closely. The DEC 
could do that or you could do that as lead agency here locally. I was relieved to hear 
that there would be no blasting, because that has not been disclosed in anything that I 
have read. That there wont be any washing is a huge issue for water quality, because 
washing is not covered under the storm water permit. That is a whole separate issue, 
that is waste water, as the engineers know, thats a whole huge issue for water quality 
and maintaining water quality, and that should be categorically prohibited in any form if 
you are going to protect Clove Creek. I would like my letter to please be part of the 
record. 

Vincent Cestane • It is. 

Frederick Turner· I would say under the Philipstown Town Code, I tried to go through it 
in my letter, as you well know the two standards for special permit one and site plan the 
second. As the application presently stands, I don't think that there is enough under the 
site plan criteria, you have to make a permanent findings of fact. You are charged with 
finding fact that it wont annoy neighbors, that there wont be air quality , that it 
wont impact traffic. With the material that I have seen, I don't think that there are enough 
facts in the records to come to that conclusion. There may be a properly completed 
application, but as it stands today there is not. I just stand on the letter and ask to 
please submit it . Thank you. 
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Vincent Cestone - Next person to speak would be Richard Szypula. 

Richard Szypula - I live on East Mountain Road North. I just have two small points to 
make. I did not know what I was going to say, but I do know that Lyons family for many 
years, my family and myself have built with them for generations, so I have very mixed 
feelings about saying anything one way or the other. I do think that things have to be 
said. I was concerned about the reception given to Mr. Lovenworths comment about 
regarding the duration about the possible permit, and I just want to read a section of our 
zoning code, Section 175-17.1 . Criteria For Approval of SitePlan Subject to Local 
Mining Permit. In determining wether to approve a site plan SUbject to a local mining 
permit, the Zoning Board of Appeals shall be guided by the following criteria. The criteria 
H says that the proposed mining activity including site restoration, if followed by local 
mining permit under section number 175, and can be completed within a period of five 
years or such less a period as may be identified by the Town Board in its determination. 
Including the restoration. I do believe that there is. I have a question. 

Vincent Cestone - Ask your question. 

Richard Szypula - Wether there is a doubt or question about this provision meaning 
that you could not issue a permit for longer than five years. 

ZBA Council - I was willing if I may, I was willing to offer an explanation before, but the 
gentleman preferred not to hear it. I think what your asking me is for my explanation 
now. 

Richard Szypula - Yes 

Vincent Cestone - Yes, go ahead. 

ZBA Council - Mining is an activity that progresses over time, and mining is dependent 
on market conditions. You don't mine and sell material unless there is a market for it. 
So, it is hard to say exactly how long mining activity goes on. The DEC has recognized 
this, and so there is two separate concepts, but they are related. One is the fact that 
there is a life of mine, and the life of mine shown on that plan right there is outlined by 
the red boundary, and the red boundary is the ultimate size and scope of the mine, 
throughout its entire duration. However, That doesn't mean that an applicant or a miner 
can open up that entire site at one time. There is a permit that is issued for a permit 
term. The same way that you get a drivers license, and a drivers license is issued for a 
permit term. During that permit term there is an authorization to open up a certain area 
within the mine site, that can be feasibly mined during that period of time, and then has 
to be reclaimed. By reclaimed, by covered up, replanted, and restored according to the 
plan prior to moving on to another area. The DEC issues permits for five year terms, 
and so every five years the re-evaluate how much you have mined, and how much you 
have reclaimed, and how much you need for the next permit term. The code that the 
Town Of Philipstown has, tracts that process, and says specifically that this board would 
issue five year permit terms, and at anytime an applicant wishes to extend that term 
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with the DEC, they must simultaneously apply to this board, and prove to this board the ~
 
same things they are proving to the DEC. So, yes it is a five year term, but to create the.
 
I understand why it might create the perception, but it doesn't mean that the whole
 
shebang has to be done within five years.
 

Richard Szypula . Your speaking about operational permits. What about tile site plan
 
itself?
 

ZBA Council· Site plans are not plans that expire. 

Richard Szypula • I beg to disagree with you. In determining to approve a site 
plan subject to a local mining permit Zoning Board of Appeals shall be guided by the 
following. This is for purposes of approving the site plan. It must be guided by the 
criteria that the proposed activity, the proposed mining activity including site restoration 
would quality for permits and can be completed within a period of five years or such 
lesser period as may be identified by the Town Board. I suggest to you that the site plan, 
should be a plan by its description, would terminate within 'five years. The site plan 
which would allow five years of work, and not thirty years of work by letter of our statue. 
I urge the court to investigate if this local law supersedes the proposition. The second 
point, I may as well now that, offer to the board the consideration that this proposed 
activity is being presented as a single monolithic plan, a single monolithic proposal, 
when it actually involves two parcels of land. One of which lies in the industrial 
manufacturing area and the balance of which lies in the residential rural area. The 
portion lying in the industrial district is approximately twenty - five percent, and the rest 
of its seventy-five percent lies in the residential rural district. I urge the board to consider 
what different considerations, values, criteria, judgements, factors, should be applied to 
each of these lots separately. They are two separate lots. They are part of the zoning 
code. Define these two separate lots, and define the different purposes and objectives. I 
urge you to consider the portion of this that lies in the rural residential area should be 
treated differently, must be treated differently in the analysis at least, from the area lying 
in the mining industrial area. taking into account further, that there are two different 
overlays involved here. There is a mining overlay to be sure, but in the residential area 
there is the open space overlay. So you have four things to consider. Two different 
districts, two different parcels, two different zoning areas, and two different overlays. 
You have a tough job, this is a very complex application. This is presented very simply. 
That map has a little bit here, a little bit there, and you do it every five years, and it is 
done. The conceptual issues involving what goes on in the zoning law, and your duty 
and judgement to interpret the zoning law for purposes of that location. I believe that 
those questions have not been addressed by council for the applicant. I think unless 
that burden of proof on his part has been presented to you in some way beyond what 
has been done so far, you have no obligation but to deny the application.The last point. I 
will read from the statutes again. This is statement of the purpose of the different 
districts. Section 175-7. Under Soil Mining Overlay District. The purpose of this overlay 
district is to provide appropriate locations for soil mining to occur, where land owners 
can achieve a reasonable rate of return of their land, without adversely impacting their 
neighbors. I think that says it all. 
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Vincent Cestone - _ 

Tina landolfi - I cant hear you. Name. 

Connie Mayer Bakall- I am Connie Mayer Bakall, and I am president of the local 
Putnam Highlands Audubon Society. I represent over three hundred and fifty local 
members, and we resolved at our board meeting friday last, that we are opposed to the 
special use permit that would allow new gravel pit mining in the Town of Philipstown. 
Our opposition is based on environmental concerns, as not reflecting the zoning 
regulations and the comprehensive plan for Philipstown. We feel that need has not been 
established. We would hope that the Zoning Committee would deny this special use 
permit on these grounds, and we will be submitting more information to you as the 
process goes on. Thank you very much. 

Vincent Cestone - Unless I missed somebody on this list, I think that takes care of the 
list. The only person still on the list is Glen Watson. Do you wish to speak now? 

Glennon Watson - I just want to point out a couple of things in regards to the life the life 
of the mine, and a couple of points that were raised. The life of mine as your attorney 
pointed out is the maximum allowable. across the piece of property. The 
plan is also the maximum vertically. We cant go deeper than this plan, but it is very likely 
in some places that we wont be able to go as deep, because we will hit rock. We have 
tested it. We know we can go deep in the places that we tested it, and we didn't violate 
that. The fact of the matter is that sometimes you hit rock, so you wont go nearly as 
deep. We said that we would except the condition on no washing. Some points in 
regards to the dust control, there was some concern at the last meeting, and we 
discussed it. We had represented that we would only use water, despite the fact that the 
DEC identified water or other substances as may be appropriate or something to that 
point. It is our intention to only use water. We are willing to except a limitation on 
amount of hours of operation. We could move it up to seven-thirty and cut back at four 
o'clock, w~lich cuts off an hour and a half each day. We would be willing to except a 
condition that there would be no activity, no mining on Saturdays. The point about the 
air pollution and the metropolitan air district, I may have that term wrong. That made 
since to me personally, and we will certainly discuss it, and if we were under a air quality 
alert, we would certainly shut down. We would have no objection to the idea of an 
operations manual. My final comments are just to emphasize the protections that are 
there. There are concurrent five year terms. The applicant has paid the Town to engage 
the engineer, just for a matter of record, their deposit to pay those fees have been there. 
That is not a new concept to Philipstown, thats going on now with every project. There 
is an inspection fee that must be paid to the town, to hire its own inspector and periodic 
inspections. There is an inspection fee paid to the State. Correction, the state provides 
regular inspections. I am not sure if there is an inspection fee. There is a reclamation 
bond put up with the State. The provision in the law for a reclamation bond being put in 
the town, and I am sure that will happen. Just the fact that there is a five year term on 
the permit, if it is operated in a un workman like, shoddy manor, that is the opportunity to 
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slook at somebody and say, you don't have the track record, and we are going to make 
this right. So i just wanted to make those particular points. 

Vincent Cestone . With that I am going to continue this on. 

Bill Flaherty· Mr. Chairman if I may. I have a statement on this issue and I would like to 
have it recorded for the. 

Vincent Cestone· You don't have to have permission to speak. 

Bill Flaherty - I just want to briefly say that this project has been reviewed by the New 
York Sate Department of Environmental Conservation, and after extensive review they 
have issued a negative designated report, with notice of determination of non 
significance concerning development areas. There are no adverse environmental 
impacts, that a draft impact statement will not be issued. The negative declaration was 
positive in all aspects including water resources, impact on traffic, no impact on air and 
noise or visual impact, No impact on endangered species Rattle Snakes, and no impact 
_____,character on the community and neighborhood. There was no impact on 
cultural resources. I knew those eligible for state national register for 
historical places. The report concluded that this development will have no impact on 
critical environmental areas. I , because there are critical factors that 
this board must take into consideration when making a 'final determination as to wether 
or not to issue a special permit. It is absolutely imperative that we Rely 
somewhat on the NYSDEC who prepared this report, and we cant just file it and forget 
it. I think we have to take the recommendation that this conservation board made into 
consideration when we finally make a determination as to where were gonna go with 
this issue. This is an important issue to everybody in the town, there is no question 
about that. No one wants to deface a mountain. We have seen that in Fishkill.Just a 
short distance from our town line in Dutchess County. That is not going to happen here. 
We have a plan in place that is going to reduce the environmental impact that is going 
to take place over time, by only allowing five acres at a time to be excavated. Each 
individual lot thereafter is going to have to be restored as closely as possible to the 
original that existed . I have in confidence in knowing the Lyons 
family as I do, this project will be done in a professional way, and there will be a minimal 
impact on your water and the environmental aspects of this program. I live in the North 
Highlands. I understand where you people are coming from. I understand what 
problems you may feel about property values, and how it will effect the resale of our 
property. I think we are going to have to take that into consideration when we finally 
make a determination on which direction we are gonna go with this decision. It is a very 
important one, don't misunderstand I think we all are concerned about it, and we are 
gonna make a decision in the best interest with everyone concerned. With that said, Mr. 
Chairman I thank you for the time. 

Vincent Cestone· Anyone else wish to speak on the board? 
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Paula Clair - Yes, I just want to say very briefly. I think that some of the borders from '-~ 
neighboring properties are totally inadequate. If there is a 250 feet from a property or a 
500 feet away from a property, I think that is totally inadequate, and I think that is really 
unfair to the neighbors. I need to do more study on this to have a more comprehensive 
comment later on, but that particularly affected me. 

Vincent Cestone - I agree with you a hundred percent on that. Any other board 
members want to say anything? 

L1nny Lim- We need a bigger boat next time, we are gonna have to get a bigger room. 

Vincent Cestone - We are obviously not closing the public hearing, and our next 
meeting is July ninth. My initial idea was not to have anymore public comment until the 
DEC has rendered their decisions. I think that is probably not appropriate, so I 
think on July ninth if the town is in agreement, maybe we should have more public 
comment, but this time at the VFW Hall so that everybody can come into make 
comment. I think that everybody has the right to speak, wether I disagree with them or 
not. It is the American way, and I think it is important that people voice their opinion. 
Sir? 

Paul- My name is Paul ( could not make out last name) I live on East Mountain Road 
South, I know Ernie (could not interpret, because speaker is in very back of room with 
very broken English. His comments would be available on the video tapped version of 
the meeting.) 

Vincent Cestone - Sir introduce yourself, and this will be the last comment that I take. 

( Did not get speakers name, because the audience was applauding) 

Audience Member - For clarification sake, since discovering the plan for the mine, I 
have been hearing various estimates about the number of trucks that we could expect 
on Route Nine. I have heard one an hour. I have heard six an hour. I have heard twenty
four trucks a day. What is a reasonable number that we are being asked to except. 

Vincent Cestone - Oh, you are asking. 

Audience Member - 1m asking whoever could answer that question. 

Vincent Cestone· Glen could you answer that? 

Glennon Watson - It is in the papers. I can't remember, but I think. If I recall correctlY,1 
might have to be corrected, blJt I think it is three an hour. Every twenty minutes. 

Vincent Cestone • With that we are going to continue this public hearing onto July 
Ninth. No more comment. We will see most of you there. Watch the website and contact 
Town Hall, and they will tell you where it is. 
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( Rest of the meeting inaudible, too much audience noise in the background) 

Meeting Was Closed at 9:30 pm. 

NOTE: These minutes were prepared for the Zoning Board of Appeals and are subject
 
to review, comment, emendation, and approval thereupon.
 

DATE APPROVE0: _
 

Respectfully Yours,
 
Tina Andress- Landolfi, ZBA Secretary
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